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1Zusammenfassung
Alle bekannte Hadronen konnen als System von zwei oder drei Quarks beshrieben
werden. Modelle der Hadronenphysik erlauben zwar Zustande, deren Quantenzahlen man
nur mit mehr als drei Quarks erklaren kann. Solhe Teilhen wurden aber in der Ver-
gangenheit niht entdekt. Diakonov, Petrov und Polyakov, die ein Quark-Soliton Modell
benutzten, sagten Pentaquark als shmale Resonanz mit einer Masse von 1530MeV, einer
Breite 15MeV und dem Zerfallskanal pK
S
voraus. Der vorausgesagte Zustand wurde erst-
mals im Jahr 2002 durh das LEPS Experiment beobahtet. Mehrere Experimente haben
diese Beobahtung bestatigt inklusive des HERMES Experiments. Die Suhe nah dem
vorausgesagten Teilhen in den HERMES Daten stellen einen Shwerpunkt dieser Arbeit
dar.
Da eine gute Teilhenidentikation fur die Analyse erforderlih ist, wurden nur
Daten, die in den Jahren 1998, 1999 und 2000 mit dem HERMES Ring Image Cherenkov
gemessen wurden, ausgewahlt. Aus dem Datensatz werden die Ereignisse ausgewahlt,
die mindestens drei Hadronenspuren enthalten, davon zwei gegensatzlih geladene Pionen
und ein Proton. Die Auswahlkriterien der Pionen werden so optimiert, dass der Unter-
grund im K
0
S
Massenspektrum moglihst gering ist. Allerdings durfen diese Kriterien keine
kunstlihe Struktur im p
+

 
Massenspektrum erzeugen. Deswegen werden Ereignisse, die
mogliherweise aus einem (1116)-Zerfall stammen, verworfen. Im resultierendem Spek-
trum wird ein Peak der Masse 15282:6(stat)2:1(syst)MeV und eine Breite   = 19MeV
beobahtet. Die Signikanz des beobahteten Peak entspriht ungefahr 4, abhangig davon,
welhe Funktion zur Beshreibung des Untergrund benutzt wird.
Es wurden drei vershiedene Verfahren benutzt, um den Untergrund besser zu
verstehen. Erstens wurde ein Polynom drittes Grades angepasst, zweitens, es wurden die
Impulse des K
0
S
und des Protons aus vershiedenen Ereignisse gemisht. Als letzte Meth-
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ode wurden PYTHIA6 Simulationen durhgefuhrt und mit gemessenen Daten verglihen.
Die Ergebnisse aus den PYTHIA6 Simulationen und der gemishten Ereignisse stimmen
uberein. Damit der Fit des Untergrunds gut angepasst werden kann, wurden in PYTHIA6
die fehlenden  Resonanzen addiert.
Weiterhin wird in der Analyse die Kinematik der Zerfallsprodukte untersuht um
etwas uber den Produktionmehanismus zu lernen. werden. Die bisher vorhandene niedrige
Statistik lasst allerdings keine eindeutige Shlussfolgerung aus den Ergebnissen zu.
Da mehrere Experimente, die ebenfalls nah 
+
Zustanden gesuht haben, diese
trotz guter Statistik niht beobahteten, stellt sih die Frage, ob der 
+
Zustand wirklih
existiert. Der Standpunkt, dass das 
+
niht existiert, wird durh die geringe Statistik der
Experimente, die es beobahten, unterstutzt. Als Quelle des Peaks wurden kinematishe
Reektionen diskutiert. Zustande, die in K
S
 zerfallen, konnen durh die beshrankte
Akzeptanz bei HERMES als pK
S
nahgewiesen worden sein. In dieser Arbeit wird die
Moglihkeit einen Peak durh niht vollstandig nahgewiesene Endzustande zu erzeugen
simuliert. Es wurde gezeigt, dass der Zerfall bekannter Zustande keinen in Masse, Breite
und Intensitat gleihen Peak produzieren kann.
Der zweite Shwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt im Beitrag zum Bau des Reoil Dete-
tor, der rukgestreute Protonen in HERMES nahweisen soll. Diese sind besonders wihtig
bei der Untersuhung der Tief-Virtuellen Compton-Streuung (DVCS), wobei im Endzus-
tand ein Proton von -Resonanzen untershieden werden soll. Der gesamte Reoil Detetor
ist aus drei vershiedenen Detektoren aufgebaut, wobei in Giessen ein Detektor aus szintil-
lierenden Fasern gebaut wurde.
Die Arbeit befasst sih mit dem Aufbau der Ausleseelektronik fur den Detektor
aus szintillierenden Fasern. Um Lihtsignale nahzuweisen, werden 64-Kanal Multi-Anoden
Hamamatsu Photomultiplier benutzt. Die Ausleseelektronik wurde aus dem RICH De-
tektor des HADES Experiments ubernommen. Jeder Photomultiplier wird mit Frontend-
Modulen (FM) mit 64 Verstarkerkanalen und einer A/D-Wandlungseinheit mit Speiher
fur 120 Ereignisse verbunden. Als ladungsempdlih Verstarker wird der GASSIPLEX-
Chip benutzt. Die Auslese des FM sowie eine weitere Datenspeiherung erfolgt uber einem
Readout-Controller (RC) mit VME-Busanshluss.
Damit eine Auslese des Photomultipliers mit der HADES-Elektronik moglih ist,
wurde der Einbau eines kapazitive Kopplungskreises fur des Analogsignal notwendig. Auer-
dem wurde die Shaltung des Multiplexers auf dem FM umgebaut. Die Elektronik wurde
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in vershiedenen Anordnungen untersuht. Die Tests umfassen dabei von einem Pulser
generierte elektrishe Signale am GASSIPLEX-Analogeingang bishin zu Testexperimenten
mit einem gemishten Proton- und Pionstrahl. Die letztgenannte Test wurde an der GSI
in Darmstadt durhgefuhrt. Die erzielte Ergebnisse zeigen dabei gute Teilhenidentika-
tionsfahigkeiten des Faserndetektors, die auh fur die weitere Untersuhung des Pentaquarks
bei HERMES wihtig sind.
Nah einer kurzen Einleitung, wird im zweiten Kapitel eine

Ubersiht uber theo-
retishe Modelle die das Pentaquark beshreiben, gegeben und die experimentellen Ergeb-
nisse uber das Pentaquark zusammengefasst. Das dritte Kapitel beshreibt den Aufbau
des HERMES Spektrometer am DESY in Hamburg. Das vierte Kapitel befasst sih mit
der Analyse des Pentaquark aus den HERMES-Daten. Im funften Kapitel werden Aufbau
und Test des Ausleseelektronik fur das Reoil Detetor Projekt beshrieben. Im sehsten
Kapitel wird eine Zusammenfassung gegeben.
4Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the unexplained phenomena in Hadroni Physis is an existene of states
whih an be interpreted only as a ombination of more than three valene quarks. Suh
states have been disussed sine the earliest quark models but have never been observed
experimentally. The developments in the past few years in the eld of Hadroni Models
postulate a new predition of a possible exoti strange pentaquark with a narrow width
whih was afterwards onrmed by observations in several experiments. Sine none of these
experiments were optimized for suh a searh, the results exhibit a low signiane of the
observed partile. Later on, the situation was muddied further when several experiments
reported non-evidene of a suh pentaquark state.
Sine there exist several dierent theoretial models supporting both, existene
and non-existene of the strange exoti pentaquark, there is the hallenge for experimental
physis to prove whih of those models are orret. Although the HERMES experiment
was designed for the measurement of the proton spin struture, the data reorded during
several years of running was used in order to ontribute to the eort of searhing for the
strange exoti pentaquark.
This thesis desribes the searh for the exoti pentaquark 
+
at the HERMES
experiment. The rst setion is a short introdution to the theoretial preditions of the
pentaquark and the urrent status of experimental results. The seond setion desribes the
HERMES experiment at DESY. The third setion desribes the analysis of the data obtained
by HERMES. The study of the pK
S
system published by the HERMES ollaboration in
[18℄ has been reanalyzed. Further analyses and Monte Carlo studies are foused on topis
related to the measurement of the angular distribution of the deaying produts of the
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pentaquark andidates. Kinemati studies of the (1520), whih is related to the 
+
due
to its similar mass and similar deay hannel, are performed. The fourth topi is that of
simulations whih are foused to study potential fake soures of the pentaquark peak -
known as \kinematial reetions".
The last setion presents the author's ontribution to the Reoil Detetor projet
at HERMES. The Reoil Projet is aimed to extend the HERMES aeptane to measure
slow partiles under wide angles. The study of the proton struture by means of Deeply
Virtual Compton Sattering is the main task for the Reoil Detetor. The author's work has
been foused on the building of the read-out eletronis for the Sintillating Fiber Traker.
The nal design of the analog eletronis is presented and the results of a test experiment
at GSI. Apart from the study of the internal struture of proton, the Reoil Detetor an
also play a signiant role in the searh for the exoti 
+
pentaquark.
6Chapter 2
Search for Pentaquark
2.1 Why Search for the Pentaquark?
The nature of material substanes in the universe has fasinated people sine time
immemorial. One of the most popular ideas of the anient world was that of the Universe
as omposed of four innitely dividable elements - Earth, Fire, Water and Air. In the
fth entury BC, Demokritos opposed it and suggested that everything was built from
elements whih an not be divided any further. He named them \a-thomos", whih means
\indivisible".
First andidates for Demokritos' atoms were found more than two thousand years
after his death, when Dalton assigned to eah hemial element one kind of atom. Mendeleyev
lassied elements aording their properties into the Periodi Table. The fat that this
table has an internal struture was a rst hint that Dalton's atoms are not \a-thomos"
in the sense of Demokritos' idea. At the turn of the 20
th
entury, subomponents of the
atoms were found. In 1897, Thomson [1℄ disovered eletrons in athode-rays and in 1911
Rutherford [2℄ found that the majority of the atomi mass is onentrated in a positively
harged nuleus whih is ve orders of magnitude smaller than the entire atom.
Later in the entury, even nulei were split into their own subomponents - protons
and neutrons. These two types of partile, in addition to the eletron, were viewed as the
fundamental partiles. Eletron sattering experiments disovered a non point-like behavior
of protons and neutrons. With the development of partile physis in the 1950s, hundreds of
new partiles were disovered. This was the genesis of hadron spetrosopy, whih developed
methods to observe the smallest onstituents of matter, the quarks. All known hadrons an
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be onsidered as a ombination of two or three quarks, but there is no theory whih exludes
the existene of partiles omposed by four, ve or even more quarks.
The earliest quark models disussed the possibility of suh tetra- or penta-quark
states, however no suh state has been observed experimentally. In their 1995 work [25℄,
Diakonov, Petrov and Polyakov predited a narrow exoti pentaquark state. These predi-
tions galvanized experimental eorts and the rst observation of this predited pentaquark
was reported by LEPS ollaboration [31℄. Several experiments onrmed this result, among
them the HERMES experiment at DESY. However, the initial enthusiasm over the existene
of the pentaquark has sine been dampened by several experiments whih found no evi-
dene of suh a resonane. Current opinion is divided over the existene of the pentaquark
- one fration supporting the existene of the resonane, the other denying it.
2.2 Quark Models
Initial models of the hadroni spetra desribed the hadrons using the following
quantum numbers: Charge Q, Baryon Number B, Z-Component of the Isospin T , and
Hyperharge Y . Gell-Mann [3, 4℄ and Ne'emann [5℄ lassied mesons and baryons in a
sheme whih they alled \The Eightfold Way". Mesons are desribed by singlet and otet
presentations of an SU(3) Lie group and baryons by singlet, otet and deuplet presentations
of suh a group. In this sheme baryons and mesons an be onsidered as a omposition
of onstituents alled quarks and anti-quarks. The mesons are built from qq pairs whereas
baryons are ombinations of three quarks qqq. In the earliest quark models all hadrons were
built from ombinations of only three types of quark known as `avours': Up `u', Down
`d' and Strange `s'. The multiplets of the mesons and baryons onsisting of these three
lightest quarks are shown in Fig. 2.1. Through the disovery of new partiles like the J=	
and , the quark `family' was given two new avours Charm `' and Beauty `b'. The most
reently observed quark has avor Top `t'. Current knowledge of quarks and their quantum
numbers are summarized in Table 2.1. These quantum numbers are onserved in strong
and eletromagneti proesses. Weak interation may hange the avor of the quarks.
The quark-idea as obtained from the hadron spetrosopy beame of more im-
portane after the disoveries in the sattering experiments of high energy eletrons on
protons in the 1970s [6℄. These measurements showed results that were similar to those
of Rutherford's experiment with nulei. The measured energy and angular distributions
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Figure 2.1: The multiplets of the hadrons in the plane given by strangeness and z-
omponents of the isospin. The left diagram shows the SU(3) otet of the mesons with
and a  whih belongs to the SU(3) singlet. The plot in middle shows the SU(3) baryon
otet and the rightmost the baryon deuplet.
Quark d u s  b t
Q - eletri harge -1/3 2/3 -1/3 2/3 -1/3 2/3
t
z
- isospin -1/2 1/2 0 0 0 0
s - strangeness 0 0 -1 0 0 0
 - harm 0 0 0 1 0 0
b - beauty 0 0 0 0 1 0
t - topness 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 2.1: Additive quantum numbers of the quarks.
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violated the expetation for sattering on a diusely distributed harge inside the proton.
The \saling" properties of the measured distributions suggested that there are loalized
sattering enters within a proton that are point like objets without any substruture.
This harged-sattering enters were named \partons". The partons behave like a spin-
1
2
objet with 2/3 or 1/3 of the elementary harge. They ould be identied with the quarks
that were found in hadron spetrosopy.
With the inreased preision of Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS), a violation of
the observed saling behavior was notied. Theoretial xes aounting for the saling
violations involving interations between the quarks predited the existene of a new type
of parton. This eletrially neutral, spin-1 parton (named a "gluon") plays the role of the
gauge boson in the eld theory of the strong interations. However, the saling violation
was only an indiret hint about existene of gluons. The gluon was more diretly observed
in 1979 in e
+
e
 
olliding experiments at the PETRA aelerator at DESY [7℄. The observed
oplanar, three-hadroni jet events were explained as being generated by quark-antiquark
pairs aompanied by a hard non-ollinear gluon.
Baryons are fermions, thus their total wave funtion has to be antisymmetri. This
fat aused problems in the quark model for states like 

 
, 
++
and 
 
, where quantum
numbers lead to the following quark ontent:
j

 
i = j " sij " sij " si; (2.1)
j
++
i = j " uij " uij " ui; (2.2)
j
 
i = j " dij " dij " di: (2.3)
In order to obey Fermi statistis, the quarks must dier at least in one quantum number.
The problem was solved by the introdution of a new quantum number named \olor".
Color is the harge of the strong interation and has three degrees of freedom. Eah valene
quark inside the baryon has a dierent olor, whilst the entire baryon behaves like a olor
neutral objet. The olors of quarks are onventionally denoted as red, green and blue.
The anti-quarks are onsidered to arry the orresponding anti-olors.
The models whih explain baryons in terms of three quarks are today onsidered
as a simplied view of the internal hadron struture. They are suessful in desribing
olletive properties of hadrons like mass or magneti moment. However, these models are
no longer suÆient to explain results of experiments whih are investigating the internal
struture of hadrons with higher energy probes. In the 1960's, the gauge theory of strong
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interation evolved and today is known as Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD). The most
important step in developing this theory was done by D.J. Gross, H.D. Politzer and F.
Wilzek [8, 9℄ who studied non-Abelian gauge theories and found that suh theories are
renormalizable and have an asymptoti free behavior. The asymptoti freedom results
from the fat that gluons, whih mediate the fore between quarks, are arrying olor and
an interat with eah other. The onsequene of this feature of strong interation is that
the quarks in high-energy ollisions behave like "free" partiles, while at low energies they
are strongly bound and onned in hadrons or mesons.
QCD allows the existene of any ombination of quarks for whih the total olor
is \white". The simplest way this might be ahieved is by the ombination of three quarks
qqq in the ase of baryons or by the ombination quark-anitquark qq in the ase of mesons.
In addition, the ombination of a olor neutral qq pair with a olor neutral qqq system is
also possible. The wave funtion of a baryon an be expressed in terms of a Fok state
expansion:
jBi = jqqqi(a
0
+ a
1
jqqi+ a
2
jqqqqi+ :::+ b
1
jqqgi+ :::); (2.4)
where higher order terms represent "sea quarks" whih are reated by QCD vauum po-
larization. As QCD is avor blind, naively one expets a avor-symmetri sea. Reent
measurements [11, 12℄ have shown that avor symmetry in the quark sea is strongly bro-
ken.
For all known baryons the valene quark ontent is reduible to three quarks. For
example, in ombination of udd with uu the nal state has quark ontent uuudd. The
u an annihilate with u. Nevertheless, there are ombinations, where the quark ontent
an not be redued to three and subsets of these exist, where the gluons ontribute to the
ground state quantum numbers - known as an \exoti states" (E.g. uudds). Due to the
presene of the strange antiquark, there is no possibility of annihilation . An understanding
of whether these exoti quark states exist and, if they do exist, what their properties are,
is an important piee in the puzzle of understanding QCD in the non-perturbative regime.
2.2.1 Pentaquark Models
The MIT bag model has been developed to explain the non-existene of free quarks.
The basi idea is to treat the onnement properties of nuleons in a phenomenologial way.
The world is divided into \internal" and \external" spaes, whih are separated by a thin
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surfae. In the internal spae quarks are massless and free, in ontrast to the external
spae where their mass inreases to innity. On the separation surfae, alled onnement,
the quarks experiene the fores of strong interation. In general, the model provides a
satisfatory framework for treating hadrons as a system of onned quarks with residual
QCD interation that needs only be onsidered in lowest order. Where the details of
the onnement mehanism is important however, the models shows some signs of being
unsatisfatory.
For the bag model, the existene of multi-quark states has been disussed elsewhere
[19, 20, 21℄. The parameters of these models were t to the masses of N, , 
 and ! and
resulted in a mass spetrum onsistent with observanes. Through symmetry onditions the
onstruted ground states q
2
q
2
and q
4
q states are members of the avour nonet. The model
predited that these states would be in a non-exoti ground state and may be mis-identied
as normal qq or q
3
. Exotis are heavier - their mass has to be above deay threshold into
(qq)(qq) or (qq)(q
3
). For this reason, the width has to be very broad if, indeed, they are
resonant at all. Observation of suh states will be diÆult.
The MIT bag model was the rst whih disussed the existene of pentaquark
states. There were other models in whih the disussion about possible pentaquark exis-
tene appeared. These models inlude, among others, the soliton model in the works of
Kopeliovih [22℄, Chemtob [23℄ and Walliser [24℄.
2.2.2 Diakonov, Petrov & Polyakov Predictions
The most reent experimental searh for the pentaquark was started by a predi-
tion of Diakanov, Petrov and Polyakov [25℄. They predited a narrow pentaquark resonane
with a mass of 1530MeV and width   of about 15MeV.
The predition arose through onsideration of the Quark Soliton Model, whih is
based on the Skyrme idea [26, 27℄, where nuleons an be interpreted as solitons of the
pion eld. The lassiation of the light baryons as the rotational states of the soliton is
the strength of the model. Performing rotation in ordinary and in the SU(3) spae (and
its quantization), the lowest baryons are lassied as members of the otet (spin 1/2) and
deuplet (spin 3/2).
The authors onsidered the next rotational exitation of solitons. The next exi-
tation in the three-avor ase should be an anti-deuplet with spin 1=2. They identied
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known nuleon resonane N(1710) as a member of the anti-deuplet. The sheme of the
anti-deuplet is shown in Fig. 2.2, where the naive interpretation of quark ontents is in-
Figure 2.2: Anti-deuplet of baryons. The orners of this diagram are manifestly exoti.
diated by oordinate system T
3
; Y . The andidates for exoti pentaquarks are loated in
the orners of triangle. In the top orner is the 
+
with quark ontent uudds, in the left
bottom there is hyperon 
  
with ontent ddssu and in right orner the hyperon 
+
with
uuss

d quarks. The other members of anti-deuplet are not exoti.
Using N(1710) as a foundation on whih to build, the mass and width values of
members laying on the anti-deuplet right side have been predited. The exoti member
denoted as 
+
has been predited with a mass of 1520MeV and a width of 15MeV. The
seond non-exoti member has been predited with a mass of 1890MeV and a width about
70MeV. This resonane an be identied as the observed (1880)P
11
state. The seond
exoti member on this side line has a predited mass of 2070MeV and a width larger then
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Figure 2.3: The rst observation of the 
+
by the LEPS experiment [31℄. Left panel a)
shows the missing mass MM

K
+
spetrum for K
+
K
 
prodution for the signal sample
(solid histogram) and for events whih are aompanied with a proton hit. Right panel b)
shows MM

K
 
for the signal sample (solid histogram) and for events aompanied with a
proton hit (dotted histogram).
140MeV. As a possible andidate, the observed (2030) is proposed, however the quantum
numbers of this state are not well established yet.
2.3 Experimental Results
2.3.1 Evidence for the +
In this subsetion, an overview is given that desribes the urrent status of the
experimental searh for pentaquarks. For review reports about experimental searhes for
pentaquarks see [28, 29, 30℄. The rst observation of the andidates ame from the LEPS
ollaboration at the SPring-8 faility in Japan [31℄. The reation n ! K
+
K
 
n on a
12
C
target has been investigated with a  energy between 1.5 and 2.4GeV/
2
. An observed
sharp resonane in the reonstruted hannel K
+
n exhibits a mass of 1.540.01GeV/
2
and a width smaller than 25MeV/
2
. The signiane of the peak has been estimated at
4.6. The deay hannel requires a strangeness quantum number S = +1. The resonane
has been interpreted as the 5-quark state with onguration juuddsi. The spetra of the
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observed resonane is shown in Fig. 2.3. The reent preliminary analyses of the LEPS data
onrmed the existene of the state. The peak ontains 90 entries in omparison to the 19
published in the rst report.
The rst observation of an exoti narrow resonane at the LEPS experiment inited
an intensive searh among other experiments. The andidates for the the 
+
have been
observed in dierent reations hannels. The results are summarized in the Table 2.2 and
ploted in Fig. 2.4.
The seond experiment whih reported [32℄ positive evidene of the 
+
state was
DIANA at ITEP. The reation K
+
Xe ! K
0
pXe
0
was analyzed. The K
0
is deaying into

+

 
pair and the traks of these, and of the p, were deteted in an Xe bubble hamber.
The invariant mass of the K
0
p system was reonstruted. The observed narrow peak has a
mass of 1.539GeV/
2
and a width 9MeV/
2
.
The reation p ! nK
0
S
K
+
was measured at the SAPHIR experiment at ELSA
[33℄. The liquid hydrogen target was bombarded with photons with energies between
0.87GeV and 2.63GeV. The K
0
S
was identied by the deay hannel K
0
S
! 
+

 
whereas
neutron by a kinematial t and momentum onservation laws, while the SAPHIR dete-
tor ould only detet harged partiles. A peak with a mass of 1540MeV/
2
and a width
lower than 25MeV/
2
was found in the reonstruted invariant mass spetrum of the nK
+
system.
Five dierent neutrino experiments have been analyzed by the ITEP group [34℄.
The A ! K
0
pX reation has been measured by means of bubble hambers, where A
represents either hydrogen H, deuterium D, or neon Ne. The resulting peak shows 20
ounts above bakground (12 ounts) at a mass of 1533MeV. This gives a realisti statistial
signiane of 3.5.
The ZEUS experiment at DESY measured the reation e
+
p ! e
+
K
0
pX at a
enter-of-mass energy of about 300GeV. The observation of a peak near to a value of
1522MeV has been reported [35℄. The peak is seen for events with 4-momentum transfer
Q
2
> 20GeV
2
with statistial signiane of 5. In the ase of a sample where 4-momenta
transfer Q
2
> 1GeV
2
, no peak is visible.
Good evidene for the 
+
baryon has been reported by the COSY-TOF exper-
iment [36℄ . Using the exlusive hadroni reation pp ! K
0
p
+
from two dierent runs
with slightly dierent energies, the measurement of 
+
in the nal state an at as a tool
for tagging strangeness. The result is a very lean nal state showing a 
+
peak at mass
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Reation Mass FWHM 's Group Ref.
[MeV℄ [MeV℄
C ! K
+
K
 
X 154010 < 25 4.6 LEPS [31℄
K
+
Xe! K
0
pX 15392 < 9 4.4 DIANA [32℄
d! K
+
K
0
(n) 15406 < 25 4.8 SAPHIR [33℄
A! K
0
pX 1533 5 < 20 6.7 ITEP [34℄
e
+
d! K
0
pX 15282.6 139 5 HERMES [18℄
e
+
p! e
+
K
0
pX 15223 84 5 ZEUS [35℄
pp! K
0
p
+
15305 < 18 4-6 COSY-TOF [36℄
pA! K
0
pX 15265 < 24 5.6 SVD [37℄
Table 2.2: Published experiments with evidene for 
+
resonane.
Mass [MeV]
1520 1530 1540 1550
FWHM [MeV]
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
LEPS
DIANA
SAPHIR
ITEP
HERMES
ZEUS
COSY-TOF
SVD
Figure 2.4: Compilation of the world data obsereved 
+
. Left panel shows the mass values
and the right plot shows the FWHM.
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of about 1.53GeV, with a statistial signiane of between 4 and 5.
The last reported observation of the 
+
baryon omes from the SVD ollaboration
at IHEP. In the most reent report [38℄, reanalyzed data [37℄ for the reation pA! K
0
pX
using protons of 70 GeV is presented. The observed peak in the pK system exhibits a mass
of about 1.523MeV. This result shows the highest signiane amongst all the reported
observations of the 
+
baryon.
2.3.2 Non-Evidence for the +
Low statistis are one of the ommon features of an experiment returning a positive
signal for 
+
. Evidene for the \observed" peak is very lose to that for a statistial
utuation. Proof for the existene of 
+
rests on an experiment with higher statistial
signiane. Experiments with higher rates of partile produtions would, one would hope,
may throw more light on the situation. However, most suh experiments them reported
negative results. An overview of published non-observation of the 
+
baryon is shown in
Table 2.3.
Non-observane has been reported by the e
+
e
 
ollider experiments BaBar[39℄ ,
Belle[40℄ and ALEPH [41℄ whih performed searh by reonstrution of the pK
0
S
systems in
the nal states. The BES ollaboration investigated the e
+
e
 
! J=	!

 reation [42℄.
The level of statistis obtained in the lepton olliding experiments is an order of magnitude
higher than in the experiments with positive test results. The simplest explanation would be
that the low statistis experiments are wrong in this ase. The situation is more ompliated
if we assume that they are, in fat, orret. One solution is oered in a BaBar report [39℄.
They found that hadron prodution rates derease smoothly as the mass inreases. For
baryons, this fall is steeper than for mesons. This baryon rate suppression may be naively
explained in the following way. In e
+
e
 
ollisions a pair qq is produed initially whih is then
hadronized. In order to produe a baryon, two other pairs of quarks have to be produed
from the vauum, rather than the single pair needed for meson prodution. The question
of whether the suppression fator inreases in the prodution of partiles ontaining more
quarks is a valid one. Unfortunately there is no theory whih an give lear guidane. The
experiments BaBar, Belle and LEP give us limits for the prodution, but they annot rule
out the existene of the 
+
.
There are other high energy hadron beam experiments from other groups, other
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Reation Limit Group Ref.
e
+
e
 
! (4S)! pK
0
X < 1:0 10
 4
Br BaBar [39℄
e
+
e
 
! B
0

B
0
! ppK
0
X < 2:3 10
 7
Br Belle [40℄
e
+
e
 
! Z ! pK
0
X < 6:2 10
 4
Br LEP [41℄
e
+
e
 
! J=	!

 < 1:1 10
 5
Br BES [42℄
pA! K
0
pX < 0:02 

HERA-B [43℄
pCu! K
0
pX < 0:3%K
0
p HyperCP [44℄
pp! K
0
pX < 0:03 

CDF [45℄
pC ! K
0

+
X < 0:1  

SPHINX [46℄
 + Si! K
0
pX < 0:02 

Belle [47℄
e+Be! pK
0
+X not given BaBar [48℄
d+Au! K
 
nX not given PHENIX [49℄
p!

K
0
K
+
n < 0:002  

CLAS [50℄
d! K
+
K
 
pn not given CLAS [51℄

 
A! K
0
pX Br  
0
< 1:8b WA89 [52℄
Table 2.3: Published experiments with non observation of the 
+
resonane.
than the e
+
e
 
experiments, that laim non-observation of the 
+
: HERA-B with a 920GeV
proton beam on a arbon target [43℄. The HyperCP experiment at Fermilab is designed
to measure CP violation in asade () and anti-asade deays. They sought for 
+
in reations of protons and 
+
with tungsten ollimators [44℄. The inidene momenta
of protons or pions is in the range 100-250GeV/. The CDF experiments studying pp
ollisions at an energy of 2TeV published null results as well [45℄.
Contraditory to the SVD, the SPHINX ollaboration reports no evidene of the

+
resonane deaying into pK
0
system [46℄. The experiment is using the same 70GeV
proton beam on a nulear target.
Parallel to the analyses of the e
+
e
 
reation, Belle and BaBar analyzed reations
oming from the interation of the beam with surrounding material. Belle used seondary
sattering of mesons in their silion vertex detetor [47℄, while BaBar analyzed interations
of positrons with the beam pipe [48℄. Both experiments reported null results.
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The last non-observation of 
+
was reported by the PHENIX ollaboration [49℄
through analysis of the reation d+Au! K
 
nX at
p
s
NN
= 200GeV.
The CLAS ollaboration at the Thomas Jeerson National Aelerator Faility in
the rst report observed a narrow baryon peak in the exlusive reation d! K
+
K
 
pn[53℄.
The neutron in the nal state was reonstruted by missing mass tehniques sine the
inident photon energy was known from the tagging system. The resulting invariant mass
spetrum of the K
+
n system showed a sharp peak at the mass 1.542GeV/
2
with a FWHM
value of 21MeV/
2
. Signiane of the peak was estimated at 5.2. Further evidene for
the 
+
was reported in [54℄ in the p ! 
+
K
+
K
 
(n) hannel. In the last year, CLAS
has performed a dediated run aimed to searh for 
+
. The reported results [50℄ show
non-observation of a resonane in the range between 1.525 to 1.555MeV for the p !

+
K
+
K
 
(n) reonstruted hannel. The preliminary results [51℄ show the same for d!
K
+
K
 
pn hannel.
2.3.3 The Search for Other Candidates
The predited 
+
baryon resonane is assumed to be an iso-singlet. However the
searh has been performed for iso-vetor state with harge Q = +2 as well. No experimental
observation of 
++
has been reported exept by the STAR ollaboration at RHIC [55℄. The
hannel pK
+
was investigated in a dAu ollision sample. The observed peak of a mass about
1530MeV exhibits signiane of 5. Assuming that 
++
is real, the 
+
must also be seen.
In their published results, the STAR ollaboration shows a small peak with low signiane
in the pK
S
invariant mass spetrum, shifted by about 10MeV/
2
to higher mass.
As mentioned above, the anti-deuplet orners in Fig. 2.2 represent the exoti
states. The searh for the 
5
has been performed by several experiments [45, 57, 58, 59,
60, 61, 62℄ without positive results. Up to now, there is only one reported andidate for

  
by NA49 [63℄, whih makes the existene of a 
  
with a reported mass of 1862MeV
doubtable.
Only pentaquark andidates with strange quark ontent have been disussed so far.
Pentaquarks built from other avors are possible as well, however the searh for andidates
with harm quark ontent has been performed in the last years by several experiments.
Only H1 reported a signal orresponding to a 
0

(3100) [64℄. ZEUS and FOCUS laim
inompatibility of their results with H1 ndings.
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2.4 Current Status
There were several theoretial works whih searhed for an explanation of the
observed peak. In a quark-model approah Jae and Wilzek [65℄ explored the possibility of
di-quark attration strong enough to form a new stable hadroni state. Two higly orrelated
ud-pairs are oupled to an anti-quark, with the lowest states having J
P
=
1
2
+
. An otet of
di-quark pentaquarks was predited to aompany the antideuplet, and it was suggested
that harm and bottom analogs to the 
+
might also be stable against strong deay.
Dierent example of an explanation omes from sine a majority of experiments
laiming observation of the 
+
were using a nulear target. Gal and Friedman [66℄ studied
the possibility of formation of 
+
by means of the K
+
- nuleus phenomenology.
No ontribution of the lattie omunity brought any enlightement on urrent situa-
tion. Results of 10 groups are ompiled in [67℄. The studies show that the most ompliated
problem for the lattie alulation is to distinguish a simple KN ontinuum sattering state
from a 
+
pentaquark. About half of the results reported a pentaquark struture, while
the others did not. The next disrepanies to be onsidered will be regarded to estimation
of the spin and parity.
It is diÆult to nd a orret explanation for the ontraditory results of the
searhes for 
+
. In view of the non-observations in high energy hadroni experiments with
high statistis one may simply onlude that 
+
doesn't exist. On the other hand, this
onlusion assumes that several low energy experiments are all wrong about a peak at about
1530MeV whih would be a surprising oinidene. The solution to this onundrum ould
be found in an examination of the possible prodution methods for a 
+
. A step in this
diretion was taken by Titov at al. [68℄. Using well-known high energy phenomenology like
energy dependene of the Regge trajetories and the saling behavior of the hadroni am-
plitudes they found that the 
+
prodution ross setion, when ompared to onventional
three quark hyperon, is (at high energy proesses) strongly suppressed.
Although there is lot of eort to nd theortial explanations of the situation,
the ruial question either this strange pentaquark exists or not an only be answered by
experiments.
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Chapter 3
The HERMES Experiment
3.1 The HERA Accelerator
The HERA aelerator at DESY, Hamburg, provides two beams - one of 920GeV
protons and one of 27.5GeV eletrons or positrons. In addition to HERMES, these are
used for two ollider experiments ZEUS and H1. The HERMES experiment is loated in
the East experimental hall, diametrially opposite to the HERA-B hall. It is one of two
xed target experiments. Collider experiments ZEUS and H1 are investigating nuleon
struture funtions by means of unpolarized deep inelasti sattering over a wide kinemati
region. The goal of HERA-B experiment was to study CP-violation in B-meson prodution
in proton-proton ollisions.
HERMES (HERa MEasurement of Spin) [69℄ is designed for preise measurement
of nuleon spin struture. This is aomplished by means of analyzing semi-inlusive spin
asymmetries in polarized Deep-Inelasti lepton-nuleon Sattering (pDIS). Beam urrents of
up to 50mA at the beginning of a ll have been ahieved. Due to residual gas interations,
the beam urrent deays nearly exponentially. The average lifetime, whih an be derived
from the deay onstant, is between 12 and 14 hours. Usually the beam is dumped earlier
by inserting high density gas in the HERMES target ell in order to obtain high number of
statistis for unpolarized DIS (important for the study of nulear eets).
The eletron beam is distributed within 220 bunhes along the HERA storage
ring's 6.3 km irumferene. The polarization of the beam is ahieved by the Sokolov-Ternov
eet, whih is aused by a small asymmetry in the synhrotron radiation. The theoretial
limit for polarization is 92.4%. The real polarization reahes about 55% approximately 40
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Figure 3.1: Loation of HERMES at the HERA storage ring. The other experiments H1,
HERA-B and ZEUS, the Spin rotators and polarimeters are superimposed. The setup of
run 2001-2007 is shown. Prior to 2001 there were no rotators at H1 and ZEUS.
minutes after the ll start.
Spin rotators have been installed upstream and downstream from the HERMES
experiment (see Fig. 3.1), sine for the measurement of the beam spin asymmetries, longi-
tudinal polarization is required in ontrast to polarization in the storage ring whih is in the
transverse diretion. The spin rotators at H1 and ZEUS were installed in addition during
the shutdown of 2001. The polarization of the beam is measured by two laser baksatter-
ing polarimeters. The transverse polarimeter is loated in the West Hall and longitudinal
polarimeter is inside the spin rotator at the East Hall.
3.2 The HERMES Target
HERMES was intended to run alongside ZEUS and H1 without ausing signiant
disruption to the beam lifetime, requiring a ll to remain for at least 10 hours. This
immediately exluded any possibility of using solid material for the target in HERMES. In
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fat, the target density is limited to 10
15
atoms/m
2
. Thus a gaseous target ell intended
to sit inline to the storage ring was designed for use in the experiment.
The HERMES experiment uses both polarized and unpolarized targets. The po-
larized target onsists of Hydrogen, Deuterium or
3
He, whilst the unpolarized gases are one
of H
2
, D
2
,
3
He,
4
He, N
2
, Ne, Kr, and Xe. A polarized
3
He target was used in 1995 but
during 1996 - 1997 a longitudinally polarized hydrogen target was used and in 1998 - 2000
longitudinally polarized deuterium. In 2001, a transversally polarized target was installed
during a HERA upgrade.
The polarized hydrogen(deuterium) beam is produed by means of an atomi beam
soure (ABS) [70℄. This devie onsists of dissoiator, powerful dierential pumping system,
beam forming system, sextuple magnet system and adiabati high-frequeny transitions.
Moleular hydrogen/deuterium gas is dissoiated by a radio frequeny of 13.56MHz
in a pyrex-type tube. The degree of produed dissoiation is up to 80%. Atomi gas ows
through a onial nozzle with an opening of diameter 2mm, whih is ooled to 100K. Five
sextupole permanent magnets split this beam into hyperne states. The partiular polar-
ization state of interest is seleted by ombination of strong eld transition (SFT), medium
eld transition (MFT) and weak eld transition (WFT). The polarized atomi beam is
injeted into target ell with a pressure of about 10
 7
mbar. The target ell is an elliptial
tube with open ends whih holds the gas at the lepton beam position. At the end of the
target ell two powerful turbo-pumps are installed in order to protet ultra high vauum in
the aelerator ring.
For polarized gas, there are two instruments installed for monitoring a Breit-Rabi
Polarimeter (BRP) and Target Gas Analyzer (TGA). The former measures the polarization
of the gas and the latter gives an estimate of the degree of dissoiation. For unpolarized
gas, neither measurement makes sense, so the gas is lled diretly into the target ell.
The HERMES detetor [69℄ is onstruted as a spetrometer with a dipole magnet.
The symmetry planes of the eletron and proton beam pipes divide the detetor into upper
and lower halves. The omplex system of detetors that make up the spetrometer allow
the detetion of properties for any registered partile (see Fig. 3.2). The largest omponent
of the HERMES spetrometer is a large dipole magnet with an integrated eld strength of
1.3Tm. Aeptane of the spetrometer is given by the opening angle of the spetrometer
magnets. This angle is 170mrad in the horizontal diretion and 140mrad in the vertial.
Protetion of the eletron and proton beams against strong magneti eld is aomplished
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Figure 3.2: Side view of the urrent setup of the HERMES spetrometer
by a septum plate whih limits aeptane for small vertial sattering angle to 40mrad.
3.3 Tracking Detectors
The deetion of the harged partiles by magneti eld is used for measurement
of their momenta. This is aomplished by measuring the partiles' trak in the magneti
eld region of the spetrometer. Traking detetors measure a full omplement of trak
information for any registered partile: the sattering angle (), the azimuthal angle ()
and the vertex position. The traking detetor system is depited in Fig. 3.2. In front of
the magnet there is set of drift hambers. Two are alled the Front Chambers (FC1/2) [71℄
and the third is alled the Drift Vertex Chamber (DVC). They are used for determination
of the initial trajetory in the front region. Four drift bak hambers (BC1-4) [72℄ behind
the magnet provide traking after the deetion of the partile by means of the magneti
eld. Three proportional hambers (MC1-3) [73℄ loated within the opening of the magnet
are used for the reonstrution of the traks with low momenta that are deeted out of the
spetrometer aeptane. Eah spae point determined by a traking detetor is dened
by three o-ordinates: horizontal(x) and two at stereo angles 30
Æ
(u; v). This is given by
orientation of the wires in the hambers.
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The drift hambers are onstruted with the same priniple but their size inreases
with distane from the target. Eah hamber is assembled as a module with six layers. One
layer onsists of a plane of alternating anode/athode wires between a pair of athode foils.
The athodes are at negative voltage and the anodes are onneted to ground. The wires are
oriented vertially in the X plane and at stereo angles 30
Æ
for planes U and V . One blok
is ompound from pair of layers. Within the blok, eah layer is staggered with respet to
their partner by half a ell size in order to help resolve left-right ambiguities.
The hoie of gas mixture for the drift hambers was governed by the serious
problems presented when needing to ontrol a ammable gas in a tunnel environment.
All drift hambers are operated with the same Ar(90%)=CO
2
(5%)=CF
4
(5%) gas mixture
whih is fast and non-ammable. Its drift veloity is about 70m/ns at the average eld
strength of E = 800V/m. The readout of the drift hamber is aomplished by the
Amplier-Shaper-Disriminator ard (ASD) onneted to the Fastbus Multi-hit Time-to-
Digital-Converter (TDC) with a time resolution of 0.5 ns.
For the multi-wire proportional hambers within the magnet opening, the same gas
mixture as in the Drift Chamber is used, but with the mix ratio realulated for optimization
during MWPC operation: Ar(65%)=CO
2
(30%)=CF
4
(5%). The readout is based on the
LeCroy PCOS IV system. An on-hamber ards provide ampliation, disrimination and
delay as well as lathing to the event trigger. The MCs provide a spatial resolution of about
700m.
In 2001, a silion detetor system named the \Lambda Wheel" (LW) was installed
in the front of the spetrometer magnet with the intent of inreasing the aeptane of
HERMES to pions from  deays.
Traking reonstrution uses a tree-searh algorithm. The algorithm is based on
the use of a pattern database that ontains all possible partile traks for a given detetor
system and resolution. The reorded hits from eah detetor are enoded in a bit pattern.
A one dimensional bit array is reated and these arrays are ombined into two-dimensional
pitures for all hambers with the same wire orientation. The detetor pattern is ompared
to the pattern database and ombinations that ould not have been aused by straight traks
are ltered out. The iterative proess starts with a \2-bit detetor" that dierentiates
between a hit in the left or right side of the detetor. In eah step, the resolution of
the bit pattern is doubled. After 11 iterations, the trak is ompletely determined. The
tree-searh algorithm nds straight traks separately in the front and bak regions of the
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spetrometer. The partial traks are ombined into traks going through the magneti eld
of the spetrometer. The Hermes Reonstrution Program (HRC) uses several methods
for this. The momentum of the traks is determined from a look-up table, generated only
one during the initialization of the program, saving the omputing time to alulate the
momentum from the deetion in the magnet. The momentum resolution of the experiment
for positrons is 0.7-1.25%. The unertainty in the sattering angle is about 0.6mrad.
3.4 Particle Identification
Partile Identiation (PID) is an important fator in the measurement of DIS. The
HERMES experiment provides exellent hadron-lepton separation. This is aomplished by
sub-system detetors whih are the lead-glass Eletromagneti Calorimeter, the Preshower
Detetor, the Transition Radiation Detetor (TRD) and the Ring Imaging

Cerenkov De-
tetor (RICH).
Dierent types of interation take plae as a partile passes through matter.
Charged partiles produe mainly ionization or bremsstrahlung. The amount of energy
lost by these two proesses depends on the momentum, mass and harge of the interating
partile and on the material through whih the partile passes.
Eletrons or positrons under the inuene of the eletromagneti eld of an atom
radiate a high energy bremsstrahlung photon. Suh photons interat with eletromagneti
elds in the matter in whih they were produed and, in turn, produe pairs of e
+
e
 
. It is
possible to use this hain reation to reate eletromagneti showers in a material. This is
typial behavior for a lepton, but heavier partiles do not ause suh showers as the proess
is inhibited due to their mass. Using suh a material to reate showers allows lepton-hadron
separation inside the alorimeter and preshower detetor.
The HERMES alorimeter [74℄ measures the energy of inident lepton or photons.
It is built from 840 radiation resistant F101 lead-glass bloks whih are arranged into two
42 10 arrays for top and bottom detetor parts. Eah blok is of size 9 9 50m
3
. The
length of the alorimeter bloks orresponds to 18 radiation lengths. The hadron-lepton
separation in the alorimeter is based on the fat that eletrons deposit all their energy in the
alorimeter. The ratio E=p is, for eletrons, equal to one. Hadroni showers develop more
slowly than eletromagneti ones, therfore the ratio E=p is less than one. Neutral photons
are stopped in the alorimeter as well. Sine photons do not produe ionization along their
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trak in the detetor, they are identied as a hit in the alorimeter and a orresponding
missing hit in the hodosope system. The resolution of the HERMES alorimeter is
(E)
E
[%℄ = 1:5 +
5:1
p
E[GeV ℄
(3.1)
Similar proesses to bremsstrahlung an our if a partile passes the boundary
between two media with dierent dieletri onstants. In this ase, an eletromagneti wave
is emitted. The photons are usually emitted in the visible part of the spetrum but an X-ray
may be emitted as well. To inrease the probability of the emission of X-ray photons in the
Transition Radiation Detetor (TRD), a high number of boundaries are introdued. The
ideal ase would be a set of thin foils with a narrow uniform separation by vauum. Suh
a onstrution is tehnially diÆult. In the HERMES TRD it is replaed by pakets of
pseudo-randomly arranged polypropylene/polyethylene bers with diameters of 17-20m.
The ber material is held in plae with an aluminum frame and stithed together to maintain
the proper density. The radiator bloks are 6.35 m thik, 3.4m wide and 0.8m high. The
detetion of X-rays is aomplished by Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC) with
a gas mixture 90% Xe and 10% CH
4
behind the radiator. The HERMES TRD onsists of
six modules eah onsisting of a radiator blok and a MWPC.
The seletion of leptons from hadrons is done by ombining the information from
all PID detetors. The probability funtions P
j
i
(p; x) (where the partile i with momentum
p auses a response x in the detetor j) are alulated. This is aomplished by omparing
detetor response to so-alled \parent distributions". The parent distributions are obtained
from data and Monte-Carlo simulations. By ombining the probability funtions of the
alorimeter and the preshower, a likelihood (rPID3) is obtained:
rPID3 = log
10
P
e
Cal
P
e
Pre
P
h
Cal
P
h
Pre
: (3.2)
The rPID3 is the logarithmi likelihood that a ertain partile has been identied by the
alorimeter and the preshower as a lepton, rather than a hadron. The same method is used
for the alulation of the value rPID5 in the ase of the TRD, where eah module is treated
as an independent detetor:
rPID5 = log
10
Q
6
i=1
P
e
TRD
i
Q
6
i=1
P
h
TRD
i
: (3.3)
The sum of PID parameters, rPID3+ rPID5, is used for hadron seletion. The eÆieny
of lepton-hadron separation is better than 98% with a ontamination of less than 1%.
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When travelling through a material with a speed higher than the speed of light in
that material, harged partiles emit photons in a proess known as \

Cerenkov Radiation".
The minimal momentum p for the

Cerenkov Radiation is given by
p =
m
p
(n
2
  1)
(3.4)
where m is the mass of the partile and n is the dirative index of the medium. This is
used in threshold

Cerenkov ounters. In addition the

Cerenkov angle, 
C
, of the radiated
photons (i.e. the angle with respet to the diretion of the partile) is given by:
os 
C
=
1
n
(3.5)
where n is the again dirative index of the medium and  =
v

( is the speed of light
in vauum and v is speed of the partile in the medium). In the RICH detetors, the

Cerenkov one is foused on the matrix of photon detetors where a ring pattern is reated.
The diameter of the ring is proportional to the

Cerenkov angle 
C
.
The harged hadrons in the HERMES experiment have momenta in the range
2-20GeV/. In order to ahieve reasonable PID over the full range of momenta, a dual
radiator RICH [75℄ was designed. The rst radiator is a wall made from aerogel tiles. The
wall is built from 425 tiles of size 11  11  1:0 m. The refrative index of the aerogel is
1.0303, thus the aerogel wall an over PID within the lower part of the aepted momentum
range. The seond radiator is a C
4
F
10
gas with refrative index 1.00137. The gas lls the
spae of the RICH housing between the aerogel wall and the mirror. The mirror (radius of
urvature of 220 m) reets and fouses

Cerenkov light on to the PMT plane. The PMT
plane ontains 1934 Philips XP1911 type PMTs whih are read out by the PCOS4.
The RICH partile identiation is based on reonstrution of the

Cerenkov angle
and information about partile momentum. As mentioned above, the partile momentum is
estimated by trak reonstrution in BC and FC and deetion radius in the spetrometer
magnet. The

Cerenkov photons are deteted by the RICH PMTs and all this information
together an be used to reonstrut the

Cerenkov one.
Diret and Indiret Ray Traing Methods (DRT and IRT) are used for reonstru-
tion of the

Cerenkov rings. For eah hit in the PMTs matrix, the point of emission is
estimated by means of the reonstruted trak in the BC. Using information about the
position of the mirror enter, the emission point, the point of light detetion and the di-
retion of the partile, the

Cerenkov angle is alulated. After reonstrution of the angle
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by the traing methods, likelihood algorithms are applied. They take into aount both
the

Cerenkov angles and the number of red PMTs. The likelihood is alulated for eah
hypotheses that light was emitted by , K, or p. The diameter of the imagined rings for
ertain partiles depends diretly on the angle of the

Cerenkov one. Dependene of the

Cerenkov angle 
C
on the hadron momentum for the HERMES RICH is shown in Fig. 3.3.
The type of partile identied is that whose hypotheses is most probable. The quality pa-
Figure 3.3:

Cerenkov angles versus momentum for aerogel and C
4
F
10
gas. The upper urve
shows angles of the

Cerenkov light one oming from the aerogel radiator. The lower urve
orresponds to the C
4
F
10
gas.
rameter Qp is alulated as a dierene of logarithms of the highest and the seond highest
likelihoods.
Qp = log
10
L
1
L
2
(3.6)
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3.5 Beam Monitoring
Preise knowledge of the luminosity play an important role in DIS studies. The
relative luminosity is required for estimation of ross-setion asymmetries in DIS with dif-
ferent target or beam spin states. The absolute luminosity is neessary for the measurement
of absolute struture funtions or studies of unpolarized semi-inlusive hadron prodution.
The luminosity measurement is based on the observation of elasti sattering of the beam
positrons o the target gas eletrons e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
(Bhabha sattering) and their anni-
hilation into photon pairs e
+
e
 
! . When an eletron beam is used, eletron-eletron
elasti sattering e
 
e
 
! e
 
e
 
(Moller sattering) is measured. Sine the ross-setions of
these proesses are alulable using Quantum Eletrodynami (QED) tehniques and the
eletron density in the target is the same as the nuleon density, the luminosity an be
extrated from its measurement. By measuring event rates R, the luminosity L is given as:
L =
R
R



(d=d
)
(3.7)
where  is detetion eÆieny and the integration is performed over an aeptane angle

. The forward sattered eletrons passing an opening in the septum plate are deteted
by a luminosity detetor [76℄.
The rates are estimated in the following way. The septum plate opening determines
the aeptane of the luminosity monitor. The luminosity monitor onsists of a pair of
eletromagneti alorimeters. Eah of these is onstruted as a matrix of 4x3 radiation hard
NaBi(WO
4
)
2
(NBW)

Cerenkov rystals eah of the size 22mm
2
. Crystals are oupled to
photomultipliers and readout is performed by LeCroy ADCs.
Beause the beam position has signiant inuene on the luminosity monitor
aeptane, it is measured by a set of beam position monitors [77℄. For physis analyses,
the measured rates are orreted with respet to the beam position at the moment of the
measurement [78℄.
3.6 Trigger and Data Acquisition
The aim of the HERMES experiment is to measure properties of protons by means
of DIS. The trigger setup is optimized to selet events with DIS eletrons. The trigger signal
is generated by several hit sub-detetors: Hodosopes H0, H1 & H2, and the Calorimeter.
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The Hodosope H0 sits in front of the spetrometer magnet. Due to the small area of
the aeptane, it onsists of two bloks of plasti sintillator, one above the beam pipe,
one below. Eah blok is read out by means of two photomultipliers from whih time and
amplitude information is reorded. A partile traveling at the speed of light passes the
distane between H0 and H1 within approximately 18 ns. Thus time information allows the
analyzer to distinguish between forward- and bakward-travelling partiles. This eliminates
bakground aused by proton beam showers.
The hodosopes H1 and H2 are mounted behind the HERMES magnet, just in
front of the TRD (H1) and just behind (H2). The ounters are omposed of 84 vertial
sintillator modules, split evenly between the upper and lower parts. Modules are built
from fast sintillating material (BC-412 from Biron Co.). Eah module (9:3  91  1 m)
is read out by means of a photomultiplier tube oupled via light guides to the outside
ends of the sintillator. A 3mm overlap between the modules ensures full overage of the
aeptane. The average energy deposition is about 2MeV for H1. The eletrons deposit
about 20MeV in H2 due to an 11mm thik Pb radiator in front of the sintillator.
The main DIS trigger is formed by the oinidene in all upper or lower parts of
the hodosopes and the alorimeter. The threshold for deposited energy in the alorimeter
requires a minimum energy of 1.4GeV, whih may vary dependent on run ondition. In-
formation on the multipliities of H1, H2, LUMI hits, bak hamber, magnet hamber and
muon hodosope signals an also be read out in order to dene additional types of trigger,
if required.
The information that swithes trigger types is produed by Programmable Lookup
Units (PLU). The dierent trigger types are dened and loaded into PLUs. HERMES relies
on those to distinguish between two types of trigger. \Physial" triggers are tied to the
HERA-lok. The non-physial triggers are arbitrary in time. The main physial trigger 21
orresponds to a hit in all of the hodosopes and a alorimeter hit above a ertain threshold.
A dediated trigger has been proposed for the pentaquark searh. In the HERMES
experiment, a hannel pK
0
S
is analyzed where the K
0
S
is deays into two oppositely harged
pions. For full reonstrution of suh events, three hadron traks have to be deteted. The
\pentaquark trigger" requires two traks in the upper half of the detetor and one in the
bottom half, or vie versa. A single hadron trak is dened by a one hit in H0, H1 and
H2 and additionally a hit in the bak hambers. The \pentaquark trigger" has been in use
sine 2004.
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The HERMES data aquisition system is based on a Fast-Bus bakbone. The Fast-
Bus TDCs (Time-to-Digital Convertor) and ADCs (Analog-to-Digital Convertor) perform
the readout. The drift hambers are read out by TDCs. The magnet hambers are read
out by a PCOS IV system that is restrited to a single bit per hannel.
The data aquisition stream is separated into runs. Eah run onsists of a dataset
of events. During a ll of the positron mahine, the data is written onto hard diss in
the online mahine. Parallel to the data stream, slow ontrol data is stored on the dis.
Between the lls, the data is transfered to a tape robot on the DESY main site and a bakup
is written to loal DLT tapes.
32
Chapter 4
Analysis of HERMES Data
An experiment searhing for a new partile has to fulll several onditions. It has
to have suÆient momentum resolution in order to reonstrut the mass and width. In
addition to the momentum resolution, partile identiation (PID) and vertex reonstru-
tion apability are needed. Suh features an help to redue bakground originating from
dierent reations. Finally, a suÆient aeptane in the explored kinemati region and
deay hannel is neessary. The ability of a spetrometer to detet ertain partiles an be
studied by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The ross hek of quality of MC is
usually performed by the analysis of well established partiles.
In the searh for Pentaquark 
+
, two basi shemes were applied among exper-
iments. Inlusive reonstrution shemes reonstrut the partile mass by the sum of 4-
momenta vetors of the deay produts and their squares. Only deay produts are taken
into aount. The bakground is redued by seleting events whih have good PID and the
trak of eah produt an be onsidered as originating from a vertex ommon to all of the
deay produts.
Experiments laiming an exlusive measurement must detet all produts. The
nal state an be reonstruted in the same way as in the inlusive sheme, where the
aompanied partile is used as a tag for a ertain prodution hannel or a missing mass
tehnique is applied. This tehnique is useful for situations where one of the sought-for
partile's deay produt is neutral and thus a momentum measurement is diÆult. The
4-momentum in the input hannel is known as well as the 4-momenta of partiles a-
ompanying the investigated deay hannel. Using the 4-momentum onservation law, an
unknown 4-momentum an be omputed and its salar square root whih represents the
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invariant mass of the deay hannel of interest an thus be established.
4.1 HERMES Data Selection
The analysis heneforth desribed was performed using the inlusive method de-
ned in the previous setion of this hapter. The predited deay hannel [25℄ of the 
+
into KN was investigated in HERMES data. Sine lean PID is needed for all the deay
produts, the only data seleted is that whih has been measured with the RICH. This
data was olleted in the years 1998, 1999 and 2000 and has an integrated luminosity of
L =
R
Ldt = 295:7 pb
 1
. Only data on deuterium targets, both polarized and unpolarized,
has been used for this analysis.
The rst step was to selet events whih ontain three or more hadron traks in
the duial volume of the spetrometer. The traks must be long traks, beause only these
allow PID by means of the RICH. The trak is dened as a long trak when trak parts
are reonstruted in both sets of traking hambers, FC and BC. The hadrons have been
seleted aording to PID values in the DSTs table:
g1Trak:rPID3 + g1Trak:rPID5 < 0 (4.1)
As the next riteria, harge information and RICH partile type information have been used
to nd events. Two traks have to be identied as oppositely harged pions and one trak
as a proton. This orresponds to type values obtained by RICH:
smRICH:iType = 3 (
+
; 
 
) (4.2)
smRICH:iType = 5 (p) (4.3)
Sine the reliability of the RICH PID diers for ertain momenta regions and partile types,
limits have been introdued for pion momenta.
1GeV < P

< 15GeV (4.4)
and for proton momenta
4GeV < P
p
< 9GeV (4.5)
The RICH PID quality parameter has been set to
smRICH:rQp > 0 (4.6)
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for pions and to
smRICH:rQp > 1:5 (4.7)
for protons.
The next step in the analysis was to reonstrut K
S
from the seleted event sample.
The four-momenta of two pion traks was added and the invariant mass of both alulated.
The invariant mass spetrum of the 
+

 
is shown in Fig. 4.1. The resulting spetrum
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Figure 4.1: 
+

 
invariant mass spetrum (left) and 
+

 
p invariant mass spetrum
(right). No uts are applied on seleted protons and pions. The 
+

 
spetrum shows
lear K
S
peak while no struture is seen in the 
+

 
p spetrum.
exhibits a lear K
S
peak at 497MeV, while the average value aording to the PDG [79℄
is 497.2720.031MeV. In order to improve the K
S
signal-to-bakground ratio, additional
uts have been introdued. The uts have been based on the event topology shown in Fig.
4.2. The position of the deay vertex B and the distane of the losest approah (DCA)
of the pion traks have been alulated. The traks of partiles whih are produed by the
deay of the same parent partile are supposed to ome from the same vertex. This is, in
the analysis, expressed for two pion traks by the DCA ut:
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Figure 4.2: Topology of reonstruted three-trak events
DCA

+

 
< 1 m: (4.8)
The next topology ut utilizes knowledge of the mean life of the K
S
(8:9 ns). For a K
S
with
a momentum of 1GeV/, the mean life orresponds to a ight distane of approximately
10 m. In order to estimate deay length of potential K
S
, its trak and prodution vertex
have been reonstruted. The diretion of the K
S
trak is given by the sum of the two
pions' three-momenta vetors. The K
S
prodution vertex C has been reonstruted using
the assumption that the K
S
and the proton ome from the same prodution vertex. The
distane between two verties gives a deay length of the K
S
, whih is required to be:
jB   Cj > 7 m (4.9)
Mass spetra of both the 
+

 
and the 
+

 
p systems are shown in Fig.4.3. The signal
to bakground ratio of the K
S
peak in 
+

 
spetrum is improved whereas no signiant
struture is seen in the 
+

 
p mass spetrum.
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Figure 4.3: The 
+

 
invariant mass spetrum left and the 
+

 
p invariant mass spetrum
right. The DCA and the deay length uts are applied on seleted pions in order to improve
the K
S
signal.
Up to now the shown 
+

 
p invariant spetra has been onstruted without
onstraints on the 
+

 
mass. In order to satisfy the ondition that the 
+

 
oming
from K
S
deay, the events where the 
+

 
invariant mass agree within 2 of the mean
value of the K
S
peak have been seleted.
jM

+

 
  497jMeV < 12MeV: (4.10)
The region of seleted K
S
is depited by the lled area in Fig. 4.4. Further, a ausality ut
has been applied for these plots - the position of the K
S
deay vertex has to appear after
the position of the K
S
-proton prodution vertex with respet to the K
S
momentum. Due
to the HERMES aeptane limitations in the forward diretion, this ut an be simply
redued to a ut on z-oordinates.
B
z
  C
z
> 0 m: (4.11)
In Fig. 4.4 the 
+

 
p spetrum is seen. More potential for the existene of a peak in the
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Figure 4.4: The 
+

 
invariant mass spetrum left and the 
+

 
p invariant mass spetrum
right. The applied are extended by ausality ut for position between 
+

 
prodution
and deay vertex. The 
+

 
p spetrum is omputed from events with belong to the lled
area of histogram in the left panel plot.
region of 1530MeV an be seen.
The laried K
S
spetrum (i.e. the spetrum with the above mentioned uts
applied) an be seen in Fig. 4.5. The K
S
peak has a mass of 496.7MeV, whih is in good
agreement with the PDG [79℄ value 497.672MeV. The width of 6.8MeV is dominated by
limitations in spetrometer resolution. Together with the K
S
peak, a spetrum of the 
 
p
system is shown in Fig. 4.5. An enhanement in the region of 1116MeV indiates that
there is some small ontamination aused by the (1116) hyperon. In order to suppress
this ontamination, events were rejeted in whih the invariant mass M
p
 
fell within 2
of the nominal  mass.
jM
p
 
  1116jMeV < 6MeV (4.12)
The rejeted events belonging to the histogram are indiated by the shaded region.
The last set of uts is designed to selet events with reasonable intersetions of
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Figure 4.5: 
+

 
invariant mass spetrum after applying the uts is shown in the left panel.
The spetrum is tted with the sum of a polynomial of seond order and a Gaussian. In
the right panel, the 
 
p invariant mass spetrum is shown.
proton and K
S
traks, whih an be identied as possible 
+
prodution verties.
Although a narrow width of 
+
is predited in the ase of strong deay, it an be
assumed that the mean life is short enough that its deay vertex ould be onsidered to be
the same as the prodution vertex. The 
+
deay vertex is the same as the K
S
prodution
vertex. The distane between the K
S
and the proton trak at this point is required to be
DCA
pK
S
< 0:6mm: (4.13)
The 
+
is supposed to be produed in the beam interation point, so uts for the prodution
vertex were introdued. The hosen uts are:
jC
z
j < 18 m (4.14)
q
jC
x
 Beam
x
j
2
+ jC
y
 Beam
y
j
2
< 4mm: (4.15)
The nal spetra of the pK
S
system, published in [18℄, are displayed in Fig. 4.6.
The t urve in both plots is obtained using the unbinned t pakage RooFit [80℄. The
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unbinned tting method has been used in order to eliminate any inuene of binning eets,
whih an be large in the ase of statistially small samples. The t urve in the left plot
in Fig. 4.6 is omposed from a third order polynomial and a Gaussian. The position of the
Gauss peak is 1528MeV with a width of 8MeV.
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Figure 4.6: The nal invariant mass spetrum of the pK
S
obtained by the HERMES exper-
iment. The right plot shows the spetrum tted by third order polynomial plus Gaussian.
In the left piture are six 

resonanes tted additionally to the bakground. The gray
shaded histogram represents a normalized Pythia6 simulation and the solid line histogram
is the normalized result of a mixed event analysis.
In order to understand bakground, dierent methods have been applied to its
alulation. The rst method is based on a mixed event analysis. The K
S
traks are
ombined with the proton trak from dierent events and the invariant mass spetrum is
omputed. The results of the mixed event analysis is shown in the left box of the Fig. 4.6
as the solid line histogram. As the seond approah to alulate bakground a Pythia6
simulation [81℄ has been used tuned for HERMES kinematis [82℄. The normalized result
of this simulation is represented by the gray shaded histogram. The shape of the non-
resonant bakground spetrum agrees very well with the shape obtained by means of the
mixed event analysis, but there is a disrepany between the simulated and measured
bakgrounds: there are more events in the measured bakground then in the simulated
bakground. The missing events an be explained by the introdution of 

resonanes,
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whih an deay into pK
S
and whih are not inluded in the Pythia6 event generator. In
order to onrm this possible explanation, the following t proedure has been used. The
t funtion for the measured invariant mass of the pK
S
system has been onstruted as
a sum of polynomial funtion, six onvoluted funtions of the Breit-Wigner funtion with
Gaussian and one Gaussian funtion. The polynomial parameters have been obtained from
a t of the simulated bakground and have been xed. The widths and positions of six
Breit-Wigner funtions have been xed to the PDG [79℄ values of the 

. The following six

+
were inluded: M = 1480MeV with   = 55MeV, M = 1560MeV with   = 47MeV,
M = 1580MeV with   = 13MeV,M = 1620MeV with   = 100MeV M = 1660MeV with
  = 100MeV and M = 1670MeV with   = 60MeV. The amplitudes of these have been
used as free parameters of the t. However, an extra, unknown resonane must be inluded
in addition to the six 

, in order to desribe shape of the spetrum. The Gauss funtion
ts the nominal role of a hitherto unknown resonane. As an be seen from the left box
of Fig. 4.6, suh a onstruted funtion an very well desribe the shape of the spetrum.
The resonane represented by the Gaussian ould be an indiation of a new narrow state
deaying into pK
S
. The t results to a mass of 1527MeV with the FWHM 22MeV for this
new state.
The amount of statistis of observed events with a pK
S
system in the nal state
is rather poor, although the data over three years has been used for analysis. Due to
low statistis, the signiane of the observed peak ould a besubjet of disussion. Two
approahes have been used in order to estimate the signiane. The rst expression is the
nave estimator N
2
s
=
p
N
2
s
. The orresponding result is listed in Table 4.1. The seond,
more preise approah is using the ratio N
s
=ÆN
S
, where all orrelated unertainties from
the t are aounted for in ÆN
s
.
4.2 The   State
The standard model shows that every partile has an antipartile, for whih eah
additive quantum number has the negative of the value it has for the \normal" matter
partile. If we assume the ondition that our measured peak is real and that 
+
pentaquark
exists, then the harge onjugate anti-partile


 
has to exist as well. An analysis was
performed with the goal of nding suh an antipartile. The same data sample was analyzed
as for 
+
. The set of uts was pratially the same exept for the following hanges: For
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
+
mass FWHM N
2
s
N
2
b
nave Total sgnif.
[MeV℄ [MeV℄ in 2 in 2 signif. N
s
 ÆN
s
Ia) 1527:0  2:3 2:1 22 5 2 74 145 6.1 78 18 4.3
IIa) 1527:0  2:5 2:1 24 5 2 79 158 6.3 83 20 4.2
Ib) 1528:0  2:6 2:1 19 5 2 56 144 4.7 59 16 3.7
IIb) 1527:8  3:0 2:1 20 5 2 52 155 4.2 54 16 3.4
Table 4.1: Mass and width values obtained by dierent t proedures of the pK
s
system
and their systemati and statistial errors. Row Ia) is based on the t using the simulated
bakground model and 

s. In the ase of row Ib), bakground is tted simply by a polyno-
mial. Rows IIa) and IIb) are using same bakground models as Ia) and Ib) respetively, but
dierent mass reonstrution expressions that are expeted to result in better resolution.
Number of signal and bakground events in 2 area are in olumn marked as N
2
s
and N
2
b
.
the hadron identied as a proton previously by means of the RICH, the harge had to be
negative. Sine the antiproton ould not ome from a  deay with 
 
but an originate
from the deay of the

 to p
+
, the ut in equation (4.12) was hanged to
jM
p
+
  1116jMeV < 6MeV (4.16)
The resultant spetrum is shown in Fig. 4.7. The statistis obtained were about a fator
of ve smaller than in the ase of the 
+
spetrum and therefore it is not possible to judge
the existene or non existene of 
 
state.
Non-observation of the peak in pK
S
ould be onsistent with existene of 
+
. As
will be shown later in the analysis of (1520) in setion 4.6, the prodution of antibaryons is
suppressed. The suppression is due to limited reation phase spae for antipartile produ-
tion. In order to obey baryon onservation law, a new baryon has to be produed together
with its antibaryon, while baryoni states an be produed from the nuleon target by
additional reation hannels. The suppression fator between baryon and antibaryon with
similar masses like 
+
is about fator 14, assuming that the suppression fator is the same
for (1520) and 
+
. Using the number of observed 
+
and this suppression fator, we
obtain that the expeted number of 
 
is 4 or 5, depending on the method used for the t
of the pK
s
mass spetrum.
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Figure 4.7: The invariant mass distribution of the pK
S
system. The statistis are too small
for any statement about existene of 
 
state,.
4.3 Four Track Events Analysis
In the work [83℄, a possible prodution mehanism of the 
+
in the HERMES
experiment has been disussed. With a deuterium target, the most likely reations are
onsidered to be


p!

K
0

+
; (4.17)
or


n! K
 

+
: (4.18)
Unfortunately, there is no diret aess to onrm these hypotheses beause of the HERMES
aeptane. Due to the small opening angle of the HERMES spetrometer, the detetion of
all four partiles is unlikely. In the rst analysis we required three traks, whih had to be
oppositely harged pions and a proton. The number of statistis obtained was rather low.
If we required an additional fourth trak, the statistis would drop even more. A partile-
type plot for the fourth trak deteted together with K
S
p events, after applying all analysis
uts, is shown in Fig. 4.8. It is learly seen that we an not fully reonstrut all partiles
from the onsidered reation hannels due to the small number of K whih are deteted
as a fourth trak. On the other hand we an use the fourth trak to redue bakground.
There are other hannels where from K
S
ould originate. The main ontribution to the K
S
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Figure 4.8: The distribution of partile type of the fourth trak.
statistis ould be from
! K
L
K
S
(4.19)
and
K

! 

K
S
(4.20)
We ould not rejet events originating from  beause it would be neessary to reonstrut
K
L
but in a priniple is possible redution of bakground from K

. The plot of invariant
mass of the system of the K
S
and 

is shown in Fig. 4.9. The statistis are low but the
region around 892MeV (whih is mass of the K

) is overed. In the next step, the following
ut was applied in order to onstrut a new invariant mass spetrum of the K
S
p system in
whih the fourth partile has to be deteted, identied as a pion and in whih the invariant
mass of the K
S
 system an not be interpretable as K

:
jM
K
S

  0:892j > 0:075GeV: (4.21)
Furthermore, the pion from the fourth trak ould be a deay produt of a . Therefore, the
invariant mass of negatively harged pions and protons has been alulated and uts (4.12)
applied again. The resulting spetrum of the K
S
p system invariant mass shows a lear peak
at a mass of 1530MeV (see Fig. 4.10). The signal to bakground ratio is improved, but
total statistis are signiantly lower. The estimate of the signiane of the peak is 3.5
in the nave approah and 2.99 in the realisti.
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Figure 4.9: Invariant mass spetrum of the system K
S
. The spetrum is generated from
events where three traks of standard 
+
uts are aompanied by fourth trak whih is
identied as pion.
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Figure 4.10: The invariant mass spetrum of K
S
p system. Two opposite harged pions and
protons are aompanied with the fourth trak identied as pion. The events, where pion
have together with K
S
invariant mass of K

or with p mass of the , are exluded.
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4.4 Monte Carlo
Knowledge of the spetrometer aeptane is ruial to ensure that any measured
mass and width is orret and that a peak is not produed artiially. In order to under-
stand the aeptane for a three-trak deaying partile, a simple Monte-Carlo generator
has been developed. The generator is desribed in [84℄. By means of this generator, a
partile with ertain mass and width an be produed and made to deay into 2 or 3-body
system. The deay produts an be speied to be any partile types known to GEANT
[85℄. The momentum distribution of the parent partile is represented as a part of a Gaus-
sian distribution. The expeted value of the Gaussian an be negative or larger than beam
momentum in order to obtain monotoni distribution. The verties of generated partiles
are distributed aording to the usual gas prole. In the work [84℄, the mass of the parent
partile has been hosen to be 1540MeV and width   = 2MeV, aordingly to the mea-
sured masses and widths in experiments whih observed the 
+
. The partile deays into
a K
S
and proton system. The reonstrution of the simulated resonane uses the same
sets of uts as the analysis of the measured data. The reonstruted peak exhibits a width
 = 7:2MeV, whih shows that the width of the observed peak is generated mainly by the
spetrometer resolution.
By means of the ratio of generated and reonstruted events, the spetrometer
aeptane has been estimated. The ombined aeptane and ut eÆieny has been
found to be  = 0:14%. It has been found that this aeptane is fairly insensitive to the
hoie of parameters ontrolling the generated transverse momentum of the 
+
. Using this
aeptane, a rough estimate about the prodution ross setion of a pentaquark in the
photo-prodution reation an be provided aording following formula.

N!
+
=
N

+
!pK
S
observed
 Br  L  
(4.22)
where the integrated luminosity L of the analyzed data sample orresponds to 295.7 pb
 1
[86℄. Using the assumption that the branhing ratios of 
+
! p

K
0
and

K
0
! K
0
S
both
are 1=2 gives that Br = 1=4. Applying the Weizsaker-Williams approximation [87, 88℄,
the virtual photon ux is  = 0:02 . There are N

+
!pK
S
observed
= 74 events, whih results in a
ross setion of  = 36nb. The estimated ross setion is a very rough number, beause the
Monte Carlo does not inlude trigger eÆieny and the angular distribution of the deaying
partile. Both these numbers are unknown, but important for a more exat ross setion
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estimation.
4.5 Width and Angular Distribution of the +
The knowledge about angular distribution of the 
+
deay an supply information
about the possible spin of the partile. In [89℄, possible options for pentaquark deay have
been disussed. A model-independent assumption predits the isotropi angular distribu-
tion deay in the enter-of-mass system of the pentaquark for spin
1
2
. This is valid sine
the prodution proess is a strong interation whih onserves parity. The produed pen-
taquark ould not have longitudinal polarization. The polarization in the beam diretion
must vanish as well. In the deay, the total angular momentum is onserved. Thus the
deay has to be isotropi in the enter-of-mass system of the pentaquark. These onstraints
are not neessarily valid for the bakground and for other possible pentaquark spin.
Predited spins for the 
+
state dier between the models. If the measured deay
of the 
+
diers from isotropi, spin
1
2
an be exluded. In order to measure the angular
distribution of the 
+
we have to know an aeptane for the partiular angles in their
enter-of-mass system. These were estimated by means of the results of the Monte Carlo
simulation, where an isotropi deay behavior of the 
+
was simulated.
The same generator as for the mass resolution study was used for studies of the
deay distribution. Although the HERMES observed mass is 1528MeV, the average ob-
served mass aross all experiments that reported observane is loser to 1530MeV (see
Tab. 2.2), the mass of the parent partile has been set to 1530MeV. The observed width
of the peak is a little larger than the simulated one, so the   of the parent partile has
been taken to be 10MeV. The parameters of the momenta distribution were: the momenta
spread in transversal diretion 
P
?
= 0:4GeV, the mean of the momenta in the z-diretion
hP i
z
=  0:143P
beam
and the momenta spread in the z-diretion 
P
z
= 0:237P
beam
. The
invariant mass spetrum of reonstruted K
S
p system is shown in Fig. 4.11. The peak in
this spetrum exhibits a larger width ( = 10:6MeV). The width of the parent partile
has been inreased by fator of 5 - nevertheless the reonstruted width inreased by about
50%. This onrms hypothesis that the real width of the peak is small and the width of
the observed one is mainly due to the spetrometer resolution. From eah reonstruted
event, a deay angle in the enter-of-mass system has been alulated. The diretion of the
x-axis in the .m.s. (enter-of-mass) system has been given by means of the diretion of
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Figure 4.11: The invariant mass distribution of simulated . .
the pK
S
system momentum in the laboratory frame. The simulated angular distribution
aepted by the spetrometer ompared to the measured one is shown in Fig. 4.12. The
measured distribution is shown in Fig. 4.13. In the plot the normalized distribution for
events from a two  interval around the observed peak is ompared with the distribution of
the bakground events. A slight dierene is seen between the signal and the bakground
angular distribution. The mean value of the bakground osine angle is 0.40 (0.33 RMS),
while the mean osine of the signal is 0.44. The simulated distribution diers as well only
slightly from the measurement of the bakground. The mean value of the simulated distri-
bution is about 0.35 and the RMS is 0.325. Sine the simulation starts from an isotropi
angular distribution, one an onlude that both the bakground and the signal exhibit
slight forward peaking. In the ase of the signal, the forward peaking seems to be more
signiant than in the bakground ase.
Suh a result might lead to the onlusion that the spin of the 
+
is not
1
2
aording
to Ref. [89℄. On the other hand, it has to be stressed that the number of events whih have
been used for the onstrution of the angular distribution is 221. Further, the analysis [18℄
results show that the signal to bakground ratio is about 1:2. This means that the shape
of the measured angular distribution is given mainly by the bakground, and the signal
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Figure 4.12: The omparison of the simulated and measured angular distribution of the

+
. In the simulation, the parent partile deays isotropially in the enter-of-mass system.
Angular distribution of simulated 
+
aepted by the HERMES spetrometer is displayed
by the dashed line. The angular distribution orresponding to the events whose mass agree
within 2 to the mean of the observed peak are depited by solid line.
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Figure 4.13: The measured angular distributions of the pK
S
system. The solid line is given
by the events whose mass orresponds to the mass of the observed peak. The dashed line
orresponds to bakground events out of the two -range around a peak. .
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part is suppressed. With low statistis and only the slight deviation between the measured
and the simulated angular distributions, a statistial utuation an not be exluded as the
explanation for the observed dierene from the isotropi angular distribution.
4.6 Karliner - Lipkin Scheme
In the work [90℄ Karliner and Lipkin proposed a new test whih an help to make
a deision about the origin of an observed peak. The test is based on information obtained
from squared momentum dierene between the momenta of two experimentally-observed
partiles in the laboratory frame. The angular distribution of the relative momenta in
the enter-of-mass system exhibits a forward-bakward symmetry in the prodution and
deay of any resonane with a denite parity. Let P
K
denote a 3-momentum of a Kaon
and P
N
the momentum of the nuleon. The squared momentum dierene is dened as
P
2
KN
= jP
K
j
2
 jP
N
j
2
. The distribution of the ounting rates observed at ertain momenta
has to be symmetri and obey the equation
N(P
2
KN
=

P
2
KN
+ ÆP
2
KN
) = N(P
2
KN
=

P
2
KN
  ÆP
2
KN
) (4.23)
where the mean value of the squared momentum dierene is given by

P
2
KN
= hjP
K
j
2
  jP
N
j
2
i =
M
2
K
 M
2
N
M
2
 jP j
2
(4.24)
where M
K
, M
N
and M are Kaon, nuleon and resonane masses and P is the sum of the
nuleon and Kaon momenta.
The momentum dierene jP
K
j
2
 jP
N
j
2
distribution from measured data an help
to identify of the origin of the observed peak. A peak reated by the kinemati reetion will
generally not have forward-bakward symmetry nor satisfy equation (4.23). Furthermore
the method an be used to improve the signal-to-bakground ratio by utting out events
whih are mainly bakground. This an work in any ase where there is a signiant
dierene between the angular distribution of signal and bakground and this dierene
remains signiant even for events within detetor aeptane.
4.6.1 (1520) and (1520)
The proposed Karliner-Lipkin sheme is suitable mainly for experiments with 4
aeptane and is laimed to be generally valid for any resonane. In this setion it is
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desribed as a test whih has been performed in order to estimate whether this method an
be used even for the HERMES spetrometer whose aeptane is restrited in the forward
diretion. In order to avoid an artiially produed peak in a pK
S
spetrum by means
of a kinematial ut, the method has been applied on a well known resonane. The most
feasible andidate for the test was found to be (1520). The (1520) has almost the same
mass as observed for the 
+
and deays into the pK
 
system, where the similar masses of
the produts produe similar kinemati onstraints on the primary partiles in the deay.
The dierene of the aeptane is given by detetion of Kaons. While K
S
is reonstruted
from its seondary produts 
+

 
, the K
 
is deteted diretly.
Before starting the analysis of momenta square dierenes, the pK
 
system was
reonstruted. In order to obtain omparable results to the 
+
analysis, a similar set of
uts was used. The K
 
and proton have been seleted in the momentum range
3GeV < P < 15GeV (4.25)
for K
 
and
4GeV < P < 9GeV: (4.26)
for proton momenta. The PID quality uts were
smRICH:rQp > 0 (4.27)
for Kaons and
smRICH:rQp > 1:5 (4.28)
for protons. All traks had to be long traks and the set of duial uts for any partiular
trak remains the same as in the ase of the 
+
reonstrution. The deay vertex of the
pK
 
was omputed and the distane of losest approah (DCA) ut has been taken as:
DCA
p
+
K
 
< 0:6 m: (4.29)
It is supposed that the (1520) deays diretly in the prodution point. The same ut on
the position of the prodution vertex was used as was in the ase of the 
+
:
jC
z
j < 18 m (4.30)
q
jC
x
 Beam
x
j
2
+ jC
y
 Beam
y
j
2
< 4 (4.31)
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The resulting spetrum of the pK
 
system up to mass 1.7GeV is shown in Fig. 4.14.
The distribution was tted by means of the sum of a Breit-Wigner funtion and a third
order polynomial. The unbinned t method has been used. The t results show a mass
of 1524MeV and   = 27MeV. Considering the spetrometer resolution, both values are in
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Figure 4.14: The invariant mass spetrum of the pK
 
system. .
agreement with the PDG [79℄ values.
The same analysis has been performed for oppositely harged traks, where the
proton has been replaed by an antiproton and K
 
by K
+
. In the pK
+
mass spetrum, the
peak of the onjugate

(1520) is expeted. The spetrum was tted by the same funtion as
pK
 
- this is shown in Fig. 4.15. Beause there is no evidene for any peak struture around
the mass of 1520MeV, the position and the width parameters of Breit-Wigner funtion has
been xed to the values obtained from the t of the pK
 
spetrum. In this way, a lower
limit for

(1520) prodution suppression fator with respet to (1520) prodution an be
estimated. Considering the same aeptane of the spetrometer for both nal states, the
ross setion ratio between prodution partile and antipartile is

(1520)


(1520)
> 13:6
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Figure 4.15: The invariant mass spetrum of the pK
+
system.
4.6.2 Application of K.-L. Scheme
The reonstrution of the (1520) by means of the pK
 
system has been shown in
the previous subsetion. Now the pK
 
data an be used for a test of the K.-L. sheme. The
squared momentum dierene jP
K
j
2
  jP
N
j
2
has been omputed separately for the events
whih belong within 2  of the peak and the events whih belong to the bakground. The
distribution of both is shown in Fig. 4.16. The distribution of the signal exhibits dierent
behavior from the bakground for higher values. A signiant dierene between signal
and bakground events is required for this method to work. From the plots it an be seen
that the shape of the distributions dier for positive values. This means that there is a
dierene between signal and bakground, whih indiates that in the ase of the (1520)
this method an be, in prinipal, used for the improving signal to bakground ratio. About
15% of the bakground events have positive values of square momentum dierene, whereas
among signal events there are only 10% events with positive values.
This result shows that the suggested sheme an be appliable for (1520). The
sheme should be performed by applying a ut on positive values of square momentum
dierene. In order to nd the best value, a san of possible uts from -60GeV
2
/
2
to
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Figure 4.16: The squared momentum dierene jP
K
j
2
  jP
N
j
2
plot. Solid line shows distri-
bution of the signal events, whereas dotted line shows distribution of the bakground.
100GeV
2
/
2
has been performed. Eah reonstruted spetrum of pK
+
has been tted by
above mentioned funtion. Both, nave (N
2
s
=
p
N
2
s
) and realisti (N
s
=ÆN
S
) signiane
has been omputed for eah ut. The peak signiane dependene on the ut values is
plotted in Fig. 4.17.
There an improvement of the signiane for ut about value jP
K
j
2
  jP
N
j
2
=
5GeV
2
/
2
an be seen. Both signianes inrease - the nave one by about 3, the realisti
about 1. The inrease of the signiane is orrelated with a slight inrease in both peak
mass and peak width. The drop of the signiane in the negative square momentum
dierene region is due to a strong derease in the number of events in the nal spetrum.
After applying the ut jP
K
j
2
  jP
N
j
2
< 5GeV
2
/
2
on the data where the pK
S
system is deteted, the signiane of the 
+
peak improved to 6.6 for the nave approah
and to 4.5 for the realisti. The spetrum, inluding the t urves, is shown in Fig. 4.18.
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Figure 4.17: The san of square momenta ut values for K.-L. sheme. The events below
ertain square momenta dierene are seleted and the nal spetrum is tted. In upper
panels the dependene of nave and realisti signiane is showed. The dependene of peak
position and width on the ut value is shown in lower panels.
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4.7 Kinematic Reflection
There are doubts about the origin of the resonane at 1530MeV whih has been
observed in dierent experiments. One an onsider the resonane to be a kinemati ree-
tion of another state. In the artiles [91, 92℄, the authors suggested that the 
+
found in
experiments whih measured the K
+
n hannel an to be due to a kinemati reetion of
f
2
(1275), a
2
(1320) or 
3
(1690) mesons. The CLAS ollaboration in [93℄ rejet this expla-
nation. But they do not rejet the postulation of kinemati reetions outright, only that
these partiular mesons ould reet in their spetrum due to the prodution mehanism
of the mesons.
We an onsider another type of kinemati reetion. The HERMES spetrometer
overs only a small region of the phase spae of deaying partiles. We an ask what happens
with the invariant mass spetra if we loose one partile of a deaying produt. A speial ase
of interest should be resonanes deaying into  whih deays afterwards into p and 
 
.
In the laboratory frame, in whih  is boosted in the forward diretion, the proton arries
most of the momentum fration and the angle between the  and the proton momenta
is small. Let us onsider the resonane whih deays into K
S
. Could suh a resonane
produe a peak at the 
+
mass if we missed the pion from the  deay?
First, we must start to alulate the expeted mass of suh a resonane. Using the
four-momenta onservation law we obtain
M
2
N
=M
2

+M
2

 M
2
p
+ 2P
K
S
P

 
; (4.32)
whereM
N
is the mass of the resonane deaying into a K
S
 system andM

is the invariant
mass of the K
S
p system, where the proton is produed by the deay of the . M

and
M
p
are the masses of the  and proton respetively. The last term P
K
S
P

 
represents the
salar produt of the K
S
and the 
 
four-momentum. Let us expet the mass of K
S
p to
be about 1530MeV. To alulate the mass of the resonane, it is neessary to estimate the
value of the P
K
S
P

 
. In a rst approximation, we an put limits on this number. From
the lower side, the produt has to be greater then zero. The upper limit an be written as
2P
K
S
P

 
<=M
2

 M
2
K
S
 M
2

; (4.33)
where M
K
S
and M

are the masses of the K
S
and the . After substituting the numbers
from previous equation, we obtain, that resonane, whih ould reet into the 
+
peak,
has an expeted mass in the range from 1645 to 2190MeV.
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In [79℄, there are thirteen N resonanes reported whose masses are within this
suggested mass region and whih have a deay hannel of K
S
. Most of these resonanes
exhibit a large width in the range of a few hundred MeV. Generally, this fat would make
reetion to a narrow peak diÆult. On the other hand, the phase-spae in the HERMES
kinematis is strongly redued by the geometrial aeptane of the spetrometer. De-
sribing these limits in an analytial way is rather ompliated when using Monte Carlo
methods. Using the HERMES Monte Carlo software, we an simulate a partile a with
ertain mass deaying into a ertain hannel and study the response of the spetrometer.
In order to save omputing resoures, the study was limited to a partiular resonane.
In order to selet the best andidate, the results of the four trak analysis were
used as a guide. The events where the ombination of the proton and 
 
mass results in
the -mass to within three  (18MeV) and the ombination of the proton and K
S
is
within 30MeV of the 1528MeV peak were seleted. The invariant mass of the four hadron
traks (
 

 

+
p) was also alulated. In the resulting spetrum (Fig. 4.19) all events
falling in the range 1700-1750MeV are shown. Although the statistis are small, the results
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Figure 4.19: The invariant mass spetrum of the events where system pK
S
exhibits mass
of 152830MeV and systems p
 
have mass of the  111618MeV. The 
 
is observed
as the fourth trak in the events.
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onstrain the possible reeting resonanes. Using the argument that in the ase of the 
deay, most of the energy is arried by the proton, it ould be assumed that even in the
ases where the 
 
is not deteted the dierene in the invariant mass of the system K
S
and pK
S
remain similar. Under these onditions, we an expet for suh a resonane to
have a mass within the range observed in the analysis of the four trak events.
4.7.1 N1710
Of the three potential andidates the N resonane with a mass of 1710MeV has
been used for the simulation. The photoprodution ross setion of these states under
HERMES kinemati onditions is unknown, however - the deision has been taken mainly
due to the branhing ratio of the K
S
hannel. Furthermore, the mass dierene of 10MeV
among these three resonanes is signiantly smaller that their widths (whih are of order
100MeV).
The HERMES event generator was used for the simulation of the parent partile.
A partile with mass of 1710MeV and width 100MeV was generated. The mass distribution
is shown in Fig. 4.20 and momenta distributions in x, y and z diretions are plotted in Fig.
4.21. Only the K
S
deay hannel was to be investigated, so the parent partile was made
to deay into  and K
S
at the prodution vertex. The generated partiles were used as
input for HMC (The HERMES Monte Carlo) and HRC (HERMES ReConstrution) ode
in order to study the response of the detetor. In the rst step, 150000 N(1710) partiles
were generated in a 4 stereo-angle. The simulated and reonstruted traks have been
further analyzed with the same set of uts as the real data samples and the mass spetrum
of pK
S
has been reonstruted. The spetrum is shown in Fig. 4.22.
This spetrum shows a potential peak at the expeted mass of the . It is not lear
whether this feature is due to small statistis or it is an eet of the limited aeptane of
the spetrometer. The HERMES aeptane is restrited only to forward angles. As well as
the phase spae of N(1710), deay produts are limited to forward angles beause the mass
of N(1710) is only just above the K
S
 threshold. In order to nd the origin of the feature
and its possible inuene on the observed peak in the pK
S
mass spetrum, the simulation
was performed with three times higher statistis than in the previous simulation so as to
have a omparable number of events as in the measured 
+
spetrum.
A t was then performed for the reonstruted spetrum of the N(1710) simu-
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Figure 4.20: The generated mass of the N(1710) resonanes.
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Figure 4.21: The simulated momenta of the N(1710) resonanes. The upper left histogram
shows the total momentum of the parent partile. The upper right shows the momentum
distribution in the diretion of the z-axis, lower left in the x-axis and lower right in the
y-axis
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Figure 4.22: The reonstruted mass spetrum of pK
S
system. The generated events are
oming from deay of N(1710) deaying into K
S
. The 
 
from the  deay is not
reonstruted.
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Figure 4.23: The t of the reonstruted mass spetrum of the pK
S
system. The t funtion
is omposed as a sum of Breit-Wigner, Gauss and third order polynomial funtion
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lation. A sum of Gaussian, Breit-Wigner and third order polynomials was found to best
desribe the shape of the spetrum and is shown in Fig. 4.23. The lower mass part of the
spetrum has a similar shape to the measured mass distribution of the pK
S
system. This
distribution was used together with six 

resonanes and a third degree polynomial to t
the data. The result is seen in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: The t of the pK
S
mass spetrum. The t funtion is the sum of a third degree
polynomial, six Breit-Wigner funtion desribing 

resonanes and a funtion obtained
from N(1710) kinemati reetion studies.
The desription of the spetrum shape is not quite aurate. It has to be stressed
that the polynomial funtion whih desribes the non-resonant bakground is lose to
zero and even partly negative. Suh behavior is not onsistent with the above-mentioned
Pythia6 simulation results. The N(1710) is not the only resonane whih deays into the
K system. There are several resonanes with masses lose to 1710MeV. This makes the
parent distribution smoother as well as the reeted pK
S
. Taking into aount these fats
we an exlude a reetion of the N(1710) as the soure of the observed peak.
There are other impliations whih an be inferred from this analysis. By inreas-
ing statistis by a fator of ve are the \peak-like" feature in the pK
S
spetrum disappears
as an be seen in Fig. 4.25. The spetrum is smooth without any signiant peak-like
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Figure 4.25: The pK
S
system invariant mass spetrum obtained by higher statisti simula-
tion of N(1710).
feature. In the light of this study of N(1710), it ould be a onsidered onlusion that the
observed resonane in the pK
S
system may be explained away as a statistial utuation.
4.7.2 0(1690)
There is another resonane whih an deay into the K system. This is a member
of the  group and has a mass of 1690MeV. The width of (1690) is signiantly lower
than the width of the N(1710) (disussed in previous setion). The PDG [79℄ estimates
an upper limit to the width of 30MeV. In the most reent experimental result [94℄, the
reported width is 10MeV. The deay branhing ratios of this resonane are unknown. The
K hannel is one of the observed deay hannels, the other deay modes are  and  .
The resonane has been simulated with the same generator as N(1710), as well as using the
same parameters as were used for the momentum desription of the parent partile. The
analysis of the simulated data was performed with the same set of uts as the analysis of
the measured pK
S
system. The detetor response to the pK
S
system is shown in Fig. 4.26.
It resulted in a peak at 1512MeV with a width of 18MeV. The width of the resultant peak
is two times bigger then the width of the observed 
+
and the mass is about 16MeV lower.
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Figure 4.26: The pK
S
system invariant mass spetrum obtained by simulation of 
0
(1690)
deaying into K
0
S
. The peak has been tted by means of Gaussian distribution.
The resulting mass and width values seems to ontradit to the values of the
measured 
+
. Nevertheless, there is no diret way to exlude this resonane as a possible
soure of the  peak. Firstly, the  might be narrower. There are experiments [95℄ referring
to a width of below 8MeV. The width reported by yet other experiments [96, 97℄ is given
mainly by their experimental resolution. From both the simulation of the N(1710) and
(1690) it an be seen that the width of the reeting objet depends on the width of the
parent resonane. In the ase that the real width of the  is smaller that the simulated one,
the width of the reeting peak in the pK
S
system ould be omparable with the measured
width of the 
+
.
The disrepanies between the simulated and the measured masses an be ex-
plained by unertainties in the (1690) data. The PDG [79℄ reports that 1 deviation in
the average mass reported by the experiments is about 10MeV. If the mass of the parent
partile is higher than the momentum arried by the deay produts in .m.s., it will be
higher as well. The K
S
is fully reonstruted by its deay produt, while from the  only a
proton is deteted. In the ase of  deay in the laboratory frame, most of the momentum
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is arried by the proton. This kinemati onstraint leads to the result that the invariant
mass of the reonstruted pK
S
system is orrelated with the invariant mass of the parent
K
S
system. Under the assumption that the real mass of the  is about 1700MeV or
higher, the mass of the reeting peak an beome onsistent with the width of measured

+
.
A hyperon beam was sattered o a opper target in [94℄ and the ratio between
(1530) and (1690) was been estimated.
 Br(
0
(1690) ! 
 

+
)
 Br(0(1530) !  +)
= 0:022 (4.34)
From the experiment [96℄, where a Kaon beam was sattered o a proton target, the ra-
tios between partiular deay modes of 
0
(1690) are known. For our purposes, the most
interesting is the ratio between the K
S
 and the 
 

+
hannel.
 Br(
0
(1690) ! K
S
)
 Br(0(1690) !  +)
> 1:1 (4.35)
The aeptane of HERMES for 

(1530) !  has been disussed in [98℄. Using this aep-
tane, the photoprodution ross-setion of 

(1530) has been estimated as 
N!

(1530)
=
8:62:3 nb. This knowledge an be used to hek whether the number of observed 
+
an be
realistially explained by (1690). Assuming that the ross-setion ratio 


(1530)
=


(1690)
in the photoprodution proess is the same as in the prodution by hyperon beam, and
using formula (4.34) and the branhing ratio of Br(

(1530) ! ) =
2
3
, the produt
of 

(1690) photoprodution ross-setion and the branhing ratio an be alulated. We
obtain
 Br(

(1690) ! ) = 0:126nb: (4.36)
Using equation (4.35), the lower limit for the ross-setion of 

(1690) ! K
S
 has been
estimated as Br  


(1690)!K
S

> 0:14 nb.
From the simulation we an estimate an detetion eÆieny  for detetion of the
pK
S
system if the partiles are oming from the reation 
0
! K
0
S
. This has been
estimated to be  = 9:5  10
 5
. The number of expeted events N

0
(1690)!K
0
S

observed pK
S
an be
alulated by means of the following equation:
N

0
(1690)!K
0
S

observed pK
S
= 
N!
0
(1690)!K
S

  Br  L  ; (4.37)
where the branhing ratio ross-setion produt Br  


(1690)!K
S

has been es-
timated in a previous part of this setion, L is integrated luminosity (L = 295:7 pb
 1
,
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 is photon ux fator equal to 0.02GeV
 3
and  is the detetion eÆieny of the pK
S
system originating from the K
0
S
 deay hannel of 
0
(1690). The alulation results into
N

0
(1690)!K
0
S

observed pK
S
= 0:07 events, whih is a number three orders of magnitude lower than has
been observed in the measured spetrum. With this result we an rule out the possibility
that the 
+
peak is due to a reetion of 

(1690).
4.8 Summary of the Pentaquark Analysis
All of the analyses performed in this hapter were aimed to ollet all pertinent
information whih an be used to solve the problem of the existene of the 
+
. The analyses
started by ross heking the results reported by the HERMES ollaboration in [18℄, and
next work was foused on studies of the pK
S
system kinematis, whih brought an indiation
of the possible non-isotropi behavior of the observed peak. This was ahieved by analysis
of the angular momentum distributions. Additional kinematial analysis was used to test
the Karliner-Lipkin sheme [90℄ whih was applied to the (1520) and its deay into the
pK
 
system. This test showed that the Karliner-Lipkin works under HERMES kinemati
onditions. Appliation of this sheme to the pK
S
system found that it ould be a useful
tool to suppress bakground for future study of the reation mehanism. Nevertheless, due
to low statistis, further measurement is neessary in order to be able to use both analyses
to nd a more detailed piture regarding the existene of the 
+
.
The reation of the peak struture in the pK
S
mass spetrum was studied in the
additional analyses by means of kinemati reetions whih have been frequently disussed
as possible soures of the observed narrow peak. This would be a natural solution to
the disrepanies between experiments whih observed the peak and those whih reported
negative results. The resonanes deaying into the K
S
 system have been analyzed as
possible soures of the peak in the pK
S
mass spetrum. The results show that these
andidates an be ruled out. The N(1710) an not produe a narrow struture due to its
own broad width. The (1690) reets into a narrow peak, but the mass of the reeted
peak is too low. In addition, a stronger argument against this hypothesis omes from
omparing known branhing ratios of (1530) and (1690). From the measured yield of
(1530) and the spetrometer aeptane, the expeted number of events is fator of a
thousand times smaller than the observed one.
Although the HERMES pentaquark signal has a limited signiane and tests
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to produe this peak in artiial way were performed, the existene of the strange exoti
pentaquark ould neither be proven nor be ruled out. Further measurements will run with
an improved trigger and the Reoil Detetor in order to seek a more satisfatory solution.
If the 
+
is onrmed, the prodution mehanism at HERMES an by studied in detail by
means of angular momentum distribution or the Karliner-Lipkin sheme as shown in this
work.
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Chapter 5
The Recoil Project
In the previous hapter it was shown that only for one of a thousand pK
S
from the
mass window around 1530 are all three deay partiles deteted. In the forward diretion,
the restrited aeptane of the spetrometer is the limiting fator for the detetion eÆ-
ieny of partiles deaying into a multi-hadroni nal state. Whenever the parent partile
exhibits a small boost, one or more partiles have the hane to esape detetion under a
larger angle than the detetor aeptane. Furthermore, the photoprodution ross-setion
generally dereases with an inreasing momentum of the produed partile. By means
of enhaning the spetrometer aeptane to larger angles the situation an be hanged
onsiderably. This will be ahieved by installing a Reoil Detetor in the target region
of the HERMES spetrometer. The Reoil Detetor is the subjet of this hapter. The
original motivation of this detetor is not the pentaquark searh, but the measurement of
Generalized Parton Distribution.
5.1 Generalized Parton Distributions
The sattering amplitude of inlusive and semi-inlusive DIS an be desribed in
terms of polarized and unpolarized parton distribution funtions. The Generalized Parton
Distributions (GPDs) [99, 100, 101, 102℄ are natural extensions of parton distribution fun-
tions and are suitable to desribe the exlusive proesses in the o-forward (t 6= 0) kinemati
regime. For this reason GPDs are sometimes alled o-forward distribution funtions.
GPDs are expressed in terms of four distribution funtions. Two unpolarized
(H
q
(x; ; t) and E
q
(x; ; t)) and two polarized (
~
H
q
(x; ; t) and
~
E
q
(x; ; t)), where kinematis
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are parameterized in terms of x; ; t, where x represents the momentum fration aried by
the struk quark. The  variable is alled \skewness" and is given by the dierene of
the momenta of outgoing and inoming quarks from the nuleon. The t parameter is the
Mandelstam kinemati variable. In the forward limit ( = 0; t = 0) the GPDs H and
~
H
beome quark distribution funtions.
H
q
(x; 0; 0) = q(x);
~
H
q
(x; 0; 0) = q(x); (5.1)
where q(x) and q(x) represents spin-independent and spin-dependent quark densities.
The funtions E and
~
E have no suh straight-forward interpretation. The rst moments of
the GPDs are the avor-dependent form fators:
Z
+1
 1
dxH
q
(x; ; t) = F
q
1
(t);
Z
1
 1
dxE
q
(x; ; t) = F
q
2
(t) (5.2)
Z
+1
 1
dx
~
H
q
(x; ; t) = g
q
A
(t);
Z
1
 1
dx
~
E
q
(x; ; t) = h
q
A
(t); (5.3)
where F
1
(t) and F
2
(t) are the Dira and Pauli form fators and g
A
(t) and h
A
(t) are the
axial-vetor and pseudo-salar form fators. In the forward limit, seond moments of E and
H are related to the total angular momentum arried by the quarks of the avor a:
lim
t!0
1
2
Z
+1
 1
dxx[H
a
(x; ; t) +E
a
(x; ; t)℄ = J
a
; (5.4)
The sum over all avors a gives a total quark orbital angular momentum by the relation:
J =
1
2
+ L
q
(5.5)
The ontribution of the quarks' angular momentum L
q
to the nuleon spin an also be
deomposed. The =2 is the quark spin ontribution available from inlusive and semi-
inlusive polarized DIS.
In the HERMES experiment, these GPDs an be aessed through measuring
Deeply Virtual Compton Sattering (DVCS) or Hard Exlusive Meson Prodution (HEMP):


(q) + T (p)! (q
0
) + T
0
(p
0
); 

(q) + T (p)!M(q
0
) + T
0
(p
0
) (5.6)
where virtual photon 

with high energy and virtuality Q
2
satters o the nuleon target
T and produes a real photon  or meson M and hadroni state T
0
. The DVCS proess
has the same nal state as a Bethe-Heitler (BH) proess, thus both proesses interfere.
In the HERMES kinemati regime BH dominates. The appropriate diagrams are shown
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Figure 5.1: The Feynman diagram of the DVCS and ompetitive Bethe-Heitler proess
in Fig. 5.1. Nevertheless, the interferene between both proesses an be used as a lever
arm and partiular GPDs an be extrated from measured asymmetries. The total angular
momentum of the quarks is aessible by measurement of DVCS at low t. Therefore a
lear estimate of the nal state of the proess is neessary. Analysis of DVCS from reent
HERMES data is already done. Only the  and lepton are deteted - the proton from
DVCS is not deteted due to the limited aeptane of the spetrometer. In order to
selet exlusive events with only a proton,  and lepton in the nal state, a missing mass
tehnique is used. The momenta of initial states are known. By applying onservation law,
the invariant mass of the missing partile in the nal state is omputed. The resulting
missing mass spetrum is shown in Fig. 5.2, where the measured data is ompared with a
Monte Carlo simulation. The data is depited by blak points and the simulation results
are represented by olored histograms. The magenta peak around 1GeV
2
orresponds to
events with only one proton in the nal state. The blue part of the histogram orresponds
to fragmentation bakground. The resolution of the missing mass tehnique is not perfet,
and from the simulation it is seen that separation of the proton from -resonanes in the
nal state is not possible.
5.2 The Detector
In order to improve the resolution in suh a way that the GPDs are aessible at
the HERMES experiment, the Reoil Detetor [103, 104℄ was proposed. The main goal is
measurement of DVCS in the forward kinemati region. The Reoil Detetor has to be able
to provide partile identiation for pions and protons in order to guarantee exlusivity of
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Figure 5.2: The missing mass spetrum of the DVCS proess. The blak points orrespond
to the measured data. The magenta area are MC DVCS events, the light blue area are
events from fragmentation bakground
the events. This is to be ahieved by a system of three dierent detetors (see Fig. 5.3). The
silion detetor in the beam pipe vauum, two barrels of sintillating bre traker (SFT)
and a photon detetor. All of the detetors are surrounded by a solenoidal superonduting
magnet with a magneti eld of approximately 1T in the bore.
The silion detetor would provide measurement of spae points for trak reon-
strution. The momentum range of the protons deteted by the silion detetor is 134
- 450MeV/. A measurement of the energy deposition E in the silion detetor layers
is a reasonable tool to ahieve proton/pion separation. For low momenta protons (below
250MeV/) a large signal in the silion detetor is expeted and no signal in SFT detetor.
Pions of the same momenta produe a small signal or no signal in the silion detetor and
produe a signal in the SFT.
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Figure 5.3: 3D View of the Reoil Detetor
In the momentum interval of 250 to 450MeV/, the momentum dependent ut on
the total energy deposition E in the SFT detetor should provide partile identiation.
For momenta above 650MeV/, pion rejetion drops down. It is expeted that additional
information from the photon detetor may improve PID reliability up to 800MeV/. Iden-
tiation of 
0
deaying into  is the goal of the photon detetor. This is needed in order
to suppress bakground from -resonanes.
The silion detetor onsists of eight silion modules arranged in a double-layed
diamond formation around the HERMES target ell (see Fig. 5.3). Eah module onsists of
two double-sided TIGRE wafers with a \hybrid" of readout eletronis, one hybrid for eah
side of the wafer. The HELIX 3.0 hip was hosen for the readout of the silion detetor
after its predeessor, the HELIX 2.0, was used in the readout of the Lambda-Wheel (LW)
detetor whih was installed in HERMES in 2002.
The Sintillating Fibre Traker (SFT) is designed to measure and identify protons
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and harged pions in the momentum range of 250-1600MeV/. The harge of the partile
and its momentum are identied by the bending radius of the partile trak in the mag-
neti eld. Partile identiation is based on measurement of the deposited energy in the
sintillating bres.
Two onentri barrels were built from 1mm Kuraray SCSF-78 M sintillating
bres. The inner one has a 220mm diameter and the outer one has a 370mm diameter.
Eah barrel is omposed of two sub-layers of bre. In the rst one, losest to the beam, the
bres are parallel to the beam diretion. The bres in the seond layer form a helix shape
under a stereo angle of 10
Æ
with respet to the beam diretion.
A side view of one layer is shown in Fig. 5.4. The barrels are built as a self-
supporting struture to minimize the material traversed by the partile. Eah barrel layer
is assembled using pre-shaped modules onsisting of 64 bres arranged in two sub-layers.
The downstream end of the bres are mahined for optial quality and aluminized. The
reeting fae enhanes the light yield by up to 30%. The upstream parts of the bres are
glued into ustomized onnetors whih are xed by srews to an aluminum onnetor ring.
The light from eah sintillating bre is guided by means of a bundle of sixty-four
four-meter long lightguide bres to Hamamatsu H7546B photomultipliers. This enables
the setup of PMTs boxes in an area with a relatively low magneti eld. The bres are
onneted to multianode PMTs by means of a ustomized onnetor. The bres from the
inner barrel are onneted one per pixel, whereas for the outer barrel there are two bres
oupled to one pixel. Due to stray magneti elds at the loation of the PMTs in the
experimental area, the PMT and lightguides onnetors are surround by two U proles of
-metal plates and soft iron boxes.
The photon detetor onsists of three onentri barrels eah built of a tungsten
radiator and plasti sintillator strips. Along eah strip a pair of wavelength shifting bres
are installed. These ollet light from the sintillator and guide it to the onnetor ring.
At the onnetor ring, a light-guide bre is onneted and the light is sent to a 64-hannel
Hamamatsu H7546B photomultiplier. The readout is provided by means of a CAEN QDC
V792.
A solenoidal superonduting magnet surrounds all detetors and provides a near-
homogeneous magneti eld parallel to the beam axis. The deetion of the harged par-
tiles in this magneti eld is used as a tool to estimate their momenta. By ombining
spae points interations of a partile in the silion detetor and SFT, trak reonstrution
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Figure 5.4: The shemati view of bre layout in the Sintillating Fibre Traker. The bres
of the inner sub-layers are orientated parallel to the beam axis. Fibres wrapped around the
barrel in a helix-shaped in the outer sub-layers form a stereo angel of 10
Æ
with respet to
the beam diretion. Two sub-layers are built into eah of the parallel and stereo layers of
either barrel.
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is possible. The urvature of the trak gives information about the transverse momentum
omponent.
5.3 SFT Frontend Electronics
The SFT ontains, in aordane with proposal [104℄, 7000 sintillating bres,
whih are onneted to multi-anode photomultipliers.
Due to the number of hannels whih have to be read out in the ase of SFT,
the full assembly onguration uses 78 PMTs eah ontaining sixty-four hannels. This
limits the hoie of possible read-out eletronis. Commerial readout systems available on
the market are not suitable for the SFT due to ost onsiderations. The prie of suh a
system exeeds 100e per hannel whih was not feasible given the budget of the Reoil
Detetor projet. An investigation of various possible readout systems was made to nd a
system whih is able to handle photomultiplier signals and an provide information about
the deposited energy. The onstraint of measuring energy deposited in the sintillating
bres exludes using the same eletronis as the RICH or MWPC (multi-wire proportional
hamber). Already in the HERMES experiment there is a PCOS4 readout system for these
detetors but it only provides logial information about hannels with a response over a
predened threshold. This evidently annot fulll the deposited-energy requirement. It is
this requirement that also makes the ASDL based readout used in HERA-B unsuitable for
the SFT. Eventually the deision was taken to base the readout upon the HADES RICH
detetor. This deision was mainly due to two fators - the previous knowledge about suh
a readout available at Gieen and the low prie point at 10e per hannel.
The HADES RICH readout system is built from a VME module whih proesses
digital signals and preproessing frontend modules (PFM) with an analog part and rst level
trigger logi funtion. The logi funtion is implemented by means of eld programmable
gate array (FPGA) tehnology. This gives a exibility-allowing onguration of the logi
for dierent tasks. The analog part of the read-out eletronis is based on the GASSIPLEX
[105, 106℄ hip, whih is a 16-hannel amplier-shaper integrated iruit. The sheme of the
GASSIPLEX is seen in Fig. 5.5. The GASSIPLEX hip is developed for readout of gaseous
or silion detetors and its main omponent is a harge sensitive amplier (CSA). The CSA
of the GASSIPLEX is followed by a deonvoluting lter for usage with gas detetors. The
lter has two modes: \silion" (Si) and \gaseous" (gas) mode. In Si mode the lter funtion
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Figure 5.5: Sheme of internal struture of GASSIPLEX
is swithed o whereas in gas mode the transfer funtion is the inverse of the detetor signal
in order to ompensate for the long hyperboli urrent tail. The dynami range varies from
-120 to 300 fC for Si mode (without lter), and from -75 to 150 fC for gas mode. The third
stage of the hip is a shaper with peaking time of about 600 ns. The output signal of the
shaper is transfered to the trak&hold buer, whih is onneted by means of a multiplexer
to the output line.
On the PFM an older version of GASSIPLEX is used whih diers slightly from
the referred one [106℄. The hip is built with 1.5m tehnology and is not the 0.7m nal
version. This mainly impats on the sensitivity of the amplier, whih in the ase of GAS-
SIPLEX1.5 is 11.2mV/fC. GASSIPLEX1.5 is powered by 3.3V while the GASSIPLEX
0.7 uses a standard TTL voltage of 5V.
The ontrol interfae of the GASSIPLEX onsists of an analog output for the
multiplexed signal and logi inputs for trak&hold-, lok- and lear-operations. The ana-
log input signals proesses ontinously and in parallel. After reeiving a trigger signal, a
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trak&hold buer is disonneted from the shaper output. By means of multiplexing, am-
plitudes from eah trak&hold buer are transfered to the analog output. The multiplexing
proedure is ontrolled by external lok signals. After the multiplexing is nished, a lear
signal is sent to disharge the trak&hold buers. After disharging, the hip is ready for
the next event.
Eah PFM is assembled with four GASSIPLEX hips whih enable readout of 64
analog input hannels. The lok sheme of the PFM is shown in Fig.5.6. Output hannels
Figure 5.6: Blok sheme of the PFM board
of the four GASSIPLEXes are multiplexed by means of the analog multiplexer EL4441
from

Elante. The analog multiplexer is a four input video-multiplexed amplier with a
ommon feedbak input [107℄ and a swithing time of 8 ns. Digitization of the analog signal
is provided by a Burr-Brown ADS820 analog-to-digital onverter (ADC) [108℄. The ADC
inludes a 10-bit quantizer with internal trak&hold, referene and power down features.
The FPGA devies are unlimitedly reprogrammable whih oers the ability to a
hange the logi in a very exible way. All logi funtions of the PFM are implemented
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by the FPGA XC4005E from Xilinx. The gray boxes in Fig. 5.6 orrespond to funtions
programmed into the FPGA. The digital value of the measured signal is ompared with
the threshold value for the orresponding readout hannel. Aepted events are 10 bits of
information extended by six bits of hannel address. The 16 bit long word is parallel-stored
in two FIFO banks (apaity 1024 words [110℄), alled pattern and analog. The 16 bit
transeiver SN74ACT16245 provides ommuniation interfae between the FPGA on PFM
and the RC (Readout Controller) in the VME rate.
5.3.1 Signal Handling in the PFM
The trigger signal is diretly transfered to the GASSIPLEX hip. It swithes
the GASSIPLEX into \hold" mode. The trigger ativates a BUSY signal in the FPGA
whih disables that other trigger signals are not aepted. The system lok of 30MHz on
the PFM boards is provided by a programmable rystal osillator MG-7010 [109℄ and is
used as a base for partiular ontrol signals for the GASSIPLEX multiplexers and ommon
analog multiplexers. Multiplexing (see Fig. 5.7) and digitized signals are transfered into
the FPGA hannel-by-hannel where a threshold omparison is performed. Two dierent
Figure 5.7: Timing of a omplete sample yle
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readout yles are used for data transfer from PFM FIFO memory to the RC. They are
alled pattern-(PRDOUT) or analog-readout (ARDOUT) aording to whih of two FIFOs
bank is read-out. The timing of both yles is, in priniple, the same. This feature is
used within the HADES readout yle for proessing data by rst and seond level trigger
signals. Exept during the transfer of data to the next proessing yle by the RC, the data
of one partiular event an be deleted. Only the ARDOUT yle was used during the test
experiment of the SFT. In addition, the nal read-out sheme of the SFT in the running of
the Reoil projet is designed to use only the ARDOUT yle to transfer data to the RC.
Up to eight PFMs an be plugged into one bakplane board whih provides a on-
netion to one port of the readout ontroller. The readout of boards onneted to one port
is proessed by means of a daisy-haining operation. It is provided by the handshake lines
StrobeIn(/STRBI), StrobeOut(/STRBO) and ModuleAknowledge(/MACK). The design
of the daisy-hain read-out of ve boards is seen in Fig. 5.8. More preise desriptions of
the PFMs' funtions are in [111℄.
Figure 5.8: Daisy hained onnetion of ve PFMs
The Readout Controller(RC) is a 6U VME board whih provides an interfae
between the PFMs, the Detetor Trigger Unit (DTU), the Central Trigger Unit(CTU) and
the Imaging Proessor Unit (IPU). A through desription of the funtionality of the RC is
given in [112℄. Communiation, diagnostis and data transfer operations are provided by a
standard VME bus. Communiation between the DTU and the RC runs over a privately
denable part of the VME bus. The DTU provides signal handling for data transfer from
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the PFMs to the RC, from the RC to the VME-ontroller and from the RC to the IPU.
Sine only the TRG, the ARDOUT and the BUSY signals are needed for read-out of the
SFT, the DTU is replaed with a simplied-state mahine. The mahine transmits a TRG
signal diretly to the RC. In oinidene with the TRG, it reeives a BUSY signal from the
RC. The BUSY signal is used as a simplied-state veto for double triggering of the RC.
After 10s (whih are needed for the digitization of the signal) the mahine releases the
ARDOUT, whih starts data transfer from the PFMs' FIFO to the seond level buer on
the RC. At the end of the ARDOUT transfer, the BUSY signal is set to 0, then the PFMs
are enabled to aept the next event.
5.3.2 Testing and Setup of the PFMs for Readout of PMT Signals
The HADES RICH readout eletronis exhibit some features whih limit diret use
of these eletronis for readout ot the SFT. The rst onstraint is that the PMTs provide
a short negative pulse of the order of a few nanoseonds while the PFMs are designed for
positive signals with a length of the order of hundreds of nanoseonds. The seond onstraint
was the dierent dynami range of the PMTs and the GASSIPLEX hip. The gain of the
64-hannel PMTs varies from 10
5
to 10
6
with supplied high voltage, whih in the ase of
single photoeletron event orresponds to a harge of 16 - 160 fC, while the dynami range
of the GASSIPLEX hip for negative harge is up to -120 fC. The expeted signals from low
momenta protons are, aording to simulations [113℄, about 70 photoeletrons (P.E.). By
ombining these signals with the gain of the PMT of 10
5
to 10
6
, the expeted amount of
harge on the eletroni input is up to 11 pC. The main fous of the work performed on the
the design of the readout eletronis of the SFT was to solve these problems. A desription
of the work and the results wih followed are presented in this setion.
A rst test was designed to allow a short signal to be supplied to the GASSIPLEX
hip whih has a long integration time onstant. The short PMT-like pulse was produed
by a pulse generator whih provided a retangular pulse with a leading edge of 700 ps. This
pulse was then dierentiated by a 1 pF serial apaitor and a parallel 50
 resistor. The
pulse shape obtained is very similar to the shape of the PMTs' output signals. The RC-
iruit was onneted to the GASSIPLEX input and the response to dierent pulse voltages
and lengths was tested. The tests showed a reasonable linearity between pulse height and
ADC output value as shown in Fig. 5.9. Reorded data values begin at 100mV is due to
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Figure 5.9: The result of the test of the PFMs response on the voltage of the input pulse.
the minimum amplitude provided by the pulser. The plateau at 220mV orresponds to the
saturation of the GASSIPLEX hip and the analog multiplexer.
The GASSIPLEX hip ould aept both negative or positive input signals. The
analog multiplexer between the GASSIPLEX hip and the ADC an operate with both
polarities as well. The ADC input signals are in the range 1.25V - 3.25V. The signals
out of the dynami range of the ADC are onverted as 0 or 1023 respetively. There
are two options whih were onsidered to shift the output signal of the multiplexer into
the range of the ADC. The rst option was to install a signal-inverting amplier between
the multiplexer and the ADC. Unfortunately, this required redesigning the PFMs printed
iruit board (PCB). The seond option was to use feedbak resistors of the multiplexer
to inrease the base-line oset, so that without input signals to the GASSIPLEX hip the
output voltage of the multiplexer would be about 3.25V. The resistors R27 and R28 (see
Fig. 5.10) are responsible for the oset. The gain of the multiplexer is given by resistors
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Figure 5.10: Analog Multiplexer Sheme
R29 and R30. The original values are R27 = 39 k
, R28 = 2.2 k
, R29 = 120
 and R30
= 120
. Care had to be taken with all the resistors whih are responsible for the gain
beause of the big shift in the oset. The optimal resistor ombination was found to be
R27 = 33 k
, R28 = 5.6 k
, R29 = 3.3 k
 and R30 = 8.2 k
. A onsequene of the hange
to the base-line oset and usage of the negative input signals was an inversion of the ADC
values, i.e. events with a higher ADC number orrespond to a lower signal and vie versa.
The drawbak of this solution is that a part of the ADC range is lost. The ADS820
analog-to-digital onverter is designed for an input signal in the range of +1.25V - +3.25V.
This means that the base-line oset of the analog multiplexer has to be shifted to 3.25V.
The maximum output values of the analog multiplexer are given by power supply voltages.
These an be within a 15V range, aording to the data sheet [107℄. The multiplexer on
the PFMs is supplied by a 5V power line. Laboratory tests showed that by inreasing
the supply voltages, the base-line approahes 3.25V. On the other hand, the +5V power
line is used to supply all digital elements on the PFMs whih are working with TTL logi.
Sine the TTL elements require an exat +5V power supply, a base line voltage of 3.25V
is unreahable without redesigning the PCB. Thus the neessary shift of the ADC base-line
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ould only be ahieved by hanging the feedbak resistors whih aused a loss of the ADC
dynami range of about 300 hannels from 1024.
22 kW
PMT
3 pF
PFM
channel i channel i
BAQ 35 68 pF
1 k W
Figure 5.11: Capaitive Coupling Between PMTs and GASSIPLEX Input
As was mentioned at the beginning of the setion, the expeted harge for low
momenta protons dramatially exeeds the dynami range of the GASSIPLEX hip am-
plier. For this reason, apaitive oupling with attenuative behavior was designed and
implemented. The aim of the test was to merge the attenuation fator in suh a way that
signals orresponding to 70 P.E. will still be within the dynami range of the PFM. The
attenuation of the input signal an be ahieved in part by lowering the PMT high voltage
supply value. The seond part of ahieving the neessary attenuation fator was apaitive
oupling between the PMTs and the PFM. For this purpose, a PCB support board was de-
signed for the PMTs. The PMT is soldered to this board in the position that the apaitive
iruit is assembled for eah hannel. A diagram of the apaitive oupling is shown in Fig.
5.11. The shown values of apaitors and resistors were hosen for the rst test. In order
to merge the integration onstant of the GASSIPLEX hip amplier, the ombination of
parallel resistors and apaitor has to have a time onstant of 1-2s. The serial apaitor
has to be small and omparable to the internal apaitane of the GASSIPLEX hip due to
noise onsideration. The internal apaitane of the GASSIPLEX hip is in the order of a
few pF. The ratio between serial and parallel apaitors determines the attenuation fator
of the RC-oupling iruit.
The apaitive oupling onnetion to the PMT and PFM was then tested in
the following way. A blue LED was installed in front of the light guide in the blak-box.
The LED was onneted to the pulser, whih provided short pulses with a length of 10 ns.
The light guide was oupled to one pixel of the multi-anode PMT and the seond pulser
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Figure 5.12: Example of the alibration spetrum of one PFM hannel. The spetrum is
tted by Poisson distribution.
output was used as the trigger. The eletronis were read out as desribed previously. The
amplitude was hosen so that the yield of the PMT was just above its noise value. An
example of the resulting spetrum is shown in Fig. 5.12. The spetrum has been taken
with the following ombination of the oupling iruit elements: The serial apaitor was
8.2 pF, the parallel apaitor was 680 pF, the PMT high voltage was 970V and the trigger
delay was 600 ns. The multiplexer was powered by  7:5V and +6:3V.
The spetrum was tted by a funtion derived from the Poisson distribution. If the
number of photoeletrons is small, the distribution has to follow the Poisson distribution
P (n) =

n
e
 
n!
; (5.7)
where P (n) is the probability of nding n photoeletrons and  is the mean number of
photoeletrons. The n-photoeletron peak an't appear as a line - due to PMT resolution
it is smeared by the Gaussian and the width grows with the square root of the number of
photoeletrons. The number of P.E. was small and the expansion of the Poisson distribution
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has been taken up to the 8
th
term. The nal funtion has the form
P (x) = C
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(5.8)
where x orresponds to the ADC hannel, x
ped
is the position of pedestal, 
ped
is the
pedestal width,  is the mean number of P.E., x
P:E:
is the distane of one P.E. peak from
the pedestal mean and 
P:E
is the width of one P.E. peak. The width of the P.E. peak an
be interpreted as the resolution of the PMT. The onstants C
1
and C
2
are normalization
fators whih merge the t funtion to the measured data.
5.4 GSI Test Beam
The result with the pulser and LED light soure showed, that modiation of the
PFMs to aept PMT signals would be possible. In order to follow this line of reasoning,
the eletronis were tested with real signals from sintillating bres. The Reoil Detetor
was designed to measure pion and proton momentum and to provide their identiation
aording to the energy deposited in the detetor. Three runs were organized with the
mixed beam of protons and pions at the GSI faility in Darmstadt. The fous was on
momenta up to 900MeV - the range for whih PID by the SFT is intended.
The GSI SIS 18Tm synhrotron aelerator is a devie whih is able to provide
a p
+
mixed beam with the momentum range of interest [114℄. The primary proton or
heavy ion beam impats on a B
4
C prodution target. Magneti eld manipulation selets
seondary fragments aording to their momenta with a resolution of 10%. Momenta of 300,
450, 600 and 900MeV were hosen for the test. The seondary beam is omposed mainly
of pions and protons to whih the ontribution of heavier produts is negligible. The test
beam area is equipped with MWPCs, whih provide information about the positions of
partile traks and an be used for rejeting multi-trak events. Data taken in Nov. 2003
provides the main fous for study of the detetor response. In parallel to the tests of the
SFT, the other detetor omponents of the Reoil projet - the silion detetor (SD) and
the photon detetor (PD) were also tested.
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5.4.1 Experimental Setup
The tests were designed to obtain information about the performane of the SFT
modules - their gain and eÆieny of detetion of pions and protons. Fig. 5.13 shows the
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Figure 5.13: The side view of the experimental setup at the GSI in November 2003.
setup at GSI: four trigger sintillators (S0, S1, S2 and S3), MWPCs and modules of the
SD, the SFT and the PD. The onguration sheme is derived from the design of the Reoil
Detetor. The Silion Detetor module was situated furthest upstream followed by the rst
trigger sintillator S1. The MWPCs behind the S1 sintillator were used to rejet multi-
trak events and to provide position information on the trak. All module types of the
SFT were used. Modules 1 and 2 are inner-ylinder and 3 and 4 are outer-ylinder types.
Modules with a parallel orientation of bres alternate with modules with 10
Æ
tilted (stereo)
orientations. Behind the SFT modules, a small sintillator S3 was plaed, for eÆieny
measurements. Behind them was the sintillator S2 whih provides, in oinidene with
the sintillator S1, the trigger signal. Sintillator S0 is situated 185 m downstream of S2
and was used for partile identiation by the Time of Flight (TOF) method. The last
detetor of the setup is the PD.
Eah SFT module was onneted via lear light guides to a multi-anode PMT.
More detailed desriptions about the mehanial parts will be published in [115℄. The
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Figure 5.14: Diagram of the test beam trigger. Two PMTs produe the trigger in oini-
dene. The VETO signal has to be released during event proessing.
PMTs were soldered onto the multilayer boards whih provided the HV supply to the
PMTs and also the oupling iruits between PMTs and PFMs.
5.4.2 Digitization and DAQ
The hardware part of the readout of the multi-anode photomultipliers remains
mostly the same as is desribed in setion 5.3. The only dierenes were values of four
apaitors in the analog oupling iruit. The hange was made in order to nd the optimal
values for the oupling iruit apaitor and high voltage for use in the nal instalation
of the SFT. The apaitors used in the parallel branh of the oupling iruit had values
of100, 220, 330 and 470 pF, whereas in the serial branh all apaitors were 3 pF.
It was neessary to ollet time and amplitude information from trigger sintilla-
tors in order to synhronize the data streams from the dierent VME modules. The time
and energy information from the trigger sintillators provided an independent PID, whih
was used to test the PID apability of the SFT. In order to synhronize the data stream,
trigger handling has been integrated with the readout program, whih was running on a
DSP proessor. A diagram of the trigger distribution is shown in Fig. 5.14.
The signal from trigger sintillators S1, S2 and S0 was split by means of a Fan-in
Fan-out module. The signal of S1 and S2 in oinidene was used as a ommon trigger for all
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DAQ modules after passing through a disriminator. The modules reeiving a trigger signal
were the RC, the Charge to Digital Convertor (QDC V792), the start signal for a Time to
Digital Convertor (TDC V775N), a saler (Struk SIS3803) and the VME ontroller. The
VME ontroller reeived the trigger signal through its rst I/O port and used it as an
interrupt of the running DSP program. The interrupted DSP program released the VETO
signal on the seond I/O port and started to poll the status register of the RC. During
VETO release, generation of the next trigger signal was bloked.
For the QDC, the trigger signal was distributed as a 100 ns gate. The TDC was
used in ommon-start mode, where the trigger signal was used as the start. For the FE, the
trigger signal was delayed by about 600 ns due to the integration time of the GASSIPLEX
hip amplier. Finally, the saler ounted both the aepted and the unaepted triggers on
two of its sixteen input hannels. Other hannels were used for ounting rates from single
trigger sintillators and single wires of the MWPCs.
There were three modules of the QDC in the readout hain. Two modules were
used for readout of one 64-hannel PMT of the photon detetor. The third one was used
for digitization of amplitudes from single trigger sintillators.
Digitization of all the hannels and storage the data above threshold in the FIFO
memory on the PFM board take 10s. In order to obtain information about the pedestal
values of hannels whih were not hit, the threshold was set to zero. This prolonged the
time needed for the olletion of one event and extended the need for disk spae. However,
it provided useful information about the stability of the eletronis during data taking.
Sine the signals are stored in the PFM's FIFO memory, the status register of the RC is
swithed to ready. The status register was polled by the VME ontroller, whih started the
transfer of data to SDRAM. After the RCs, the QDC and the TDC were read out. The
saler was read out only after every thousand events. These partiular events were labeled
in the header as\saler events".
When all the VME modules were read out and the data was olleted in 64MB
SDRAM on the VME ontroller board, the VETO signal was set to zero and the eletronis
were ready for the next event. Running in parallel to the program in the DSP on the VME-
ontroller board a program on the PC organized data transfer from the VME-ontrollers
SDRAM to the PC over a 1Gbit/s optolink. The dual ported memory (DPM) on the VME-
ontroller was used for hand shaking bits neessary to ontrol the aess of both programs
to the SDRAM. Unontrolled parallel aess of both programs to the SDRAM ould have
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Figure 5.15: The satter plot of the hit position obtained by the MWPC. The plot ontains
only single hit events.
led to a ritial error and a full restart of DAQ would then have been neessary.
5.4.3 Results of the Testbeam
In this setion a short review of the test beam result will be given. A detailed
desription of the test experiments is reported in [116℄ & [117℄. Data ontaining single traks
was seleted for the analysis. This was aomplished using timing information obtained by
the MWPCs. The plot of the hit distribution over the x   y plane after applying uts is
shown in Fig. 5.15
In order to obtain independent PID information, the time-of-ight between trigger
sintillators was measured. Together with the energy deposited in the trigger sintillators,
it allows very good separation of pions from protons. In Fig. 5.16, the two-dimensional
distribution of both quantities is shown. Beause the TOF strongly depends on the par-
tile momenta as well as energy lost in the detetor, the plots for the lowest momentum
(300MeV/) and the highest (900MeV/) are ompared. The dashed lines represent the
uts used for proton/pion separation.
The GSI experiment was designed to test the more omplex performane of the
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Figure 5.16: The energy deposition versus TOF. The right panel shows the distribution
for partiles with momentum 300MeV/. Good separation of pions (region in right bot-
tom orner) and protons is obtained. The left plot shows the distribution for momentum
900MeV/. The proton and pion peak are loser but still good separable. The region in
left upper orner represents hits aused by heavier partiles like D or He
3
.
SFT under real beam onditions. A response-omparison between the ommerially avail-
able eletronis and ustomized eletronis based on the GASSIPLEX hip was performed.
Two similar modules situated behind eah other in the mixed beam were onneted to the
64 hannel multi-anode photomultiplier. These were read-out, eah by dierent eletronis.
The rst module was read-out by two 32 hannel CAEN QDC V792 VME boards while the
seond was onneted via a ustomized PFM board with the GASSIPLEX hip. The results
of both readout methods are ompared in Fig 5.17. Events above a ertain threshold are
summed over all hannels of the modules and separation between protons and pions has
been done by means of TOF information. The spetra are, qualitatively, almost the same.
Only in the QDC spetrum is a single photoeletron peak visible due to the ner resolution
of the ADC (4096 hannel) ompared to the PFM ADC (1024 hannel).
Eah single bre was alibrated in the same way as desribed in setion 5.3.1. The
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the QDC and ustomized readout by measurement of energy
deposition in eah module aused by protons (blue) and pions (red) of 300MeV/. The
left panel shows the response of CAEN QDC while the right shows the response of the
ustomized PFM.
position of the single photoeletron peak was heked with the peak position of the signal
from GSI data. The signal spetrum before and after applying alibration is shown in Fig.
5.18. Appropriate ation has been taken to ompensate for anode ross talk and losses of
eÆieny at the boundary of the lightguide and the anode. A dediated algorithm [116℄
has been developed to reonstrut the hit hannel. By means of this \luster-algorithm",
the light output orresponding to a hit in a single bre is summed. Combining information
from PID detetors, the energy deposition in a single bre from a hit aused by a proton or
a pion an be reonstruted. In Fig. 5.19 the energy deposition in a single bre is expressed
in terms of the number of photoeletrons. From the displayed plots it is learly seen that
dierent energy deposition is aused by pions and protons. As expeted, the dierene is
more signiant for lower momenta partiles. In the plot, the deposition in a single bre is
shown. In the nal PID algorithm, the ombination of information from all four layers is
forseen and data from the photon detetor is inluded. A test of PID apability using the
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Figure 5.18: (a) Unalibrated spetrum of a single SFT hannel. On the lower ADC bound-
ary the eet of erroneous overow handling an be seen.
(b) Spetrum of same SFT hannel employing SPE alibration and inluding overow
suppression.
data of the rst two runs has been performed in the diploma thesis of W. Sommer [113℄. The
result of this preliminary study shows proton identiation eÆieny from single modules
to be about 85%, with 10% ontamination by pions. This result fullls the requirements
for the SFT proposed in the Tehnial Design Report [104℄.
By means of a more sophistiated luster algorithm in [116℄ and data from S3
trigger sintillator, it has been found that the detetion eÆieny of a single partile in one
module is higher than reported in [113℄. Depending on the readout hannel threshold and
the partile momentum, detetion eÆieny for the pions varies between 93% and 99%.
For the protons, it is higher than 98% over all thresholds or momenta. This results predit
good performane from the Reoil Detetor in terms of detetion and identiation of the
reoiling proton from the DVCS proess. The nal algorithm whih ombines information
from all of the subdetetors is under development by other members of reoil projet.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
The observation of a narrow strange resonane with a mass of about 1540MeV in
the last few years has been one of the most exiting items of progress in the eld of hadroni
physis. The observed resonane properties agree with preditions published by Diakonov,
Petrov and Polyakov whih were based on hiral soliton model, where three members of
the antideuplet should exhibit exoti quantum numbers. Several experiments found this
resonane either in the pK
S
or in the nK
+
deay hannel. These suessful observers inlude
the HERMES ollaboration whih reported a narrow resonane in the pK
S
deay hannel
with a mass of about 1528MeV and a width of 19MeV. However, several experiments also
reported non-observane of suh a resonane, bringing into question the existene of suh
a resonane, thought originally to be the 
+
pentaquark.
The work desribed in this thesis was an analysis of the pK
s
hannel, as measured
with the HERMES spetrometer. The kinematis of the deteted pK
S
system were investi-
gated in detail. The most signiant dedution made was that the Karliner-Lipkin sheme
ould be a possible tool for the redution of bakground and investigate the prodution
mehanism. There is a slight indiation of forward peaking in the angular momentum dis-
tribution but the statistis used to investigate the method were too low to draw onrete
onlusions.
In addition, to the analyses of the pK
S
hannel, an investigation of possible, arti-
ial soures of the resonane was performed. A Monte Carlo simulation of N resonanes
deaying into a K
S
 has been used in order to determine if this is a possible soure of a
kinemati reetion, resulting in a narrow peak in the pK
S
mass spetrum. All the N res-
onanes between 1600 and 2000MeV have been ruled out as a possible ause. Their broad
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widths do not allow a narrow peak to form. The 

(1690) an also be disounted sine,
although it an form a narrow peak, it exhibits too low a mass value to be a ontender. Fur-
ther evidene omes from studying the detetor aeptane and the ross-setion branhing
ratios whih point to a number of events whih is beyond the number seen in the observed
peak.
Despite these tests to disount artiial soures for the observed peak, the HER-
MES result has a very low statistial signiane, and so it is impossible to make a rm
statement about the possible existene of the resonane, other than to note that there is
no obvious soure for the peak, should it be anything other than a statistial utuation.
The Reoil Projet, designed to extend the HERMES apability to measure DVCS
reations, will also help to larify the situation regarding the observed peak at 1528MeV.
Plaed in the target region of the spetrometer, it will greatly enhane the aeptane of the
spetrometer and provide enhaned partile identiation, the latter being very important
for the suppression of bakground.
Part of the work ompleted towards the attainment of a PhD was to design a
readout system for the SFT part of the Reoil detetor. The frontend eletronis of the
HADES detetor were used as a basis for the readout of the multi-anode photomultipliers,
neessitating some hanges to the analog part of the existing system. The resultant design
was tested both in the laboratory using an LED pulser and later in the GSI test faility. The
test beam at GSI was also used to hek the eÆieny of the SFT in deteting minimally
ionizing partiles and that the SFT omplies with the design requirements stated in the
TDR onerning partiles of higher momenta. The eletronis were shown to be apable of
separating one photoeletron peak and provide suÆient resolution to separate pions and
protons with momenta between 450MeV and 900MeV.
These results for the SFT represent an internal goal in the Reoil Projet, whih
should, in addition to investigating the DVCS reation, help to establish the observane (or
non-observane) of the 
+
at HERMES kinematis to a degree of satisfatory statistial
signiane.
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